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Abstract

The study of light-matter interaction at the nanoscale is a very

promising field of research, providing the possibility to manipu-

late the interaction with single quantum systems like single atoms,

molecules, atomic defects or quantum dots, systems that can emit

one photon at a time, so-called single-photon emitters (SPEs).

From the fundamental point of view, light-matter interaction at the

nanoscale allows the exploration of the ultrasmall, providing super-

resolution and decomposition of the ensemble. From the applied

point of view, it offers the possibility to manipulate SPEs and con-

trol their optical properties for important applications in the field

of ultrasensitive detectors development and quantum communica-

tions.

Yet, the ultrasmall SPEs have a relatively small absorption

cross-section, making their interaction with light quite weak. In

fact, even in a tight excitation focus at room temperature they

only absorb one photon over ten million. Additionally, in many

cases such emitters have a low quantum efficiency, making them

hard to detect. Furthermore, they can be optically quite fragile

and tend to blink and bleach, thus no high illumination powers can

be used in order to increase their emission of light.

Fortunately, nanoantennas allow to confine light well below the

diffraction limit, and through efficient coupling can increase the

effective absorption cross-section of SPEs, allowing effective excita-

tion and high-resolution imaging. Moreover, nanoantennas coupled

to SPEs modify the local mode density, shortening the emitters

excited state lifetime, increasing the internal quantum efficiency,

resulting in bright SPEs.

In this thesis, we study the interaction of light and matter at

the nanoscale through deterministic coupling between a SPE and
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a nanoantenna, using nanometer scale control. We use scanning

probe technology to scan a single nanoantenna in close proxim-

ity to a single emitter. First, we show a novel near-field probe

based on a dipolar nanoantenna design that provides a higher opti-

cal and topographical resolution compared to the state-of-the-art.

Next, we apply such novel antenna probes to the study of recently

discovered single atomic defects in hBN, ultrastable SPEs in an

atomically thin layer, ideal for nanoscale control. Despite the hBN

high refractive index, and the low absorption cross-section of the

defect, we provide high-resolution imaging of single hBN emission

centers, enhanced by the hot-spot of our antenna probe. The con-

trolled interaction is demonstrated by lifetime mapping, showing a

shorter lifetime for the coupled emitter-antenna case. Finally, we

develop a novel light confinement mechanism based on local sub-

wavelength field suppression by near field interference: generating

“cold” spots. We obtain such dark spots by antenna phase engineer-

ing through length control. We image optically for the first time

and with high resolution the cold spots, and measure fluorescence

lifetime reduction, inhibition of emission for the coupled system,

despite the losses of the metallic nanoantenna. Such low-intensity

sub-wavelength dark spots provide novel tools for high-resolution

imaging of SPEs with ultralow intensity and nanoscaling of ad-

vanced super-resolution techniques like MINFLUX.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Light, propagating in the form of electromagnetic waves quanta

called photons, plays a key role for the existence of life on earth

allowing us to see the world. Nevertheless, our capability to visu-

alize the world using light is limited to details of a few hundreds

of nanometers due to the intrinsic diffraction limit (∼ λ/2). Chal-

lenging such limitation is particularly important in the field of light-

matter interaction at the nanoscale where emitters with a size of a

few nanometers like single molecules or atomic defects are studied.

In this introductory chapter I will first start describing the inter-

action between light and single-photon emitters (SPEs), systems

that emit one photon at a time. Next we show how nanoantennas

can be used as ¨nanolenses¨ concentrating light at sub-wavelength

level, overcoming the diffraction limit. The antennas can be used for

high resolution nanoscale images of individual SPEs. Nanoanten-

nas acting as nanocavities with sub-wavelength mode volume, are

ideal candidates for SPEs manipulation through deterministic cou-

pling. In fact the nanoantennas can modify the SPEs spontaneous

emission lifetime, providing a tool for emission rate manipulation.

The last paragraph of this introductory chapter describes the state-

of-the-art of SPE-nanoantenna deterministic nanocavity coupling,

briefly reviewing the literature and introducing the presented re-

search in each chapter of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nanoscale light-matter interaction

The field of light-matter interaction at the nanoscale involves the

study of single photon emitters and nanostructures in the spatial

domain of few hundreds of nanometers, challenging the diffraction

limit of light. Such emitters can be studied in ensemble configura-

tions, when many of them are excited at the same time, or they can

be studied at the level of single entities. A single emitter that is

capable of emitting a single photon at a time is called single-photon

emitter (SPE) and is essentially described as a two-level system [1].

Among SPEs we find atoms [2, 3], ions [4, 5], single molecules [6,

7], quantum dots (QD) [8, 9], color centers [10, 11] and more re-

cently atomic defects in 2D materials [12, 13]. Together with a

strong interest in fundamental research, the study of SPEs is also

promising for advanced technological applications, such as the re-

alization of bright and pure single-photon sources (SPS) [1] and for

advanced sensing applications [14]. The understanding of interac-

tion between SPEs and nanostructures is of paramount importance

for the progress of light manipulation at the nanoscale [15].

When light illuminates a SPE, first the system gets excited to

an electronic excited state with the absorption of a photon. Sub-

sequently it decays to the ground electronic state with the spon-

taneous emission of another photon typically at lower energy. The

time scale of the emission is probabilistically described by a charac-

teristic time defined as lifetime τ , where the distribution of emitted

photons decays exponentially with the time after excitation ∼ e-t/τ .

A two level system located in vacuum absorbs photons with a cer-

tain probability quantified by the absorption cross-section σabs:

σabs =
Γexc hν

I0

(1.1)

where Γexc is the excitation rate, i.e. the number of photons ab-

sorbed per unit time, h is the Planck constant, ν is the frequency of
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1.1. NANOSCALE LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION

the absorbed photons and I0 is the illumination light intensity. One

of the main limitations of the interaction between light and SPEs is

the weak interaction with light, due to the low oscillator strength.

Typical SPEs like single molecules embedded in transparent poly-

mer have a σabs ∼ 10−16 cm2 at room temperature. Considering

that the typical size of a diffraction limited spot is in the order of

∼ 10−9 cm2, this means that a single molecule absorbs on average

only one of every ∼ 107 incident photons. Such small absorption

cross section makes it very hard to detect and image the emitters

in absorption. Generally single molecules are detected in emission,

counting the background free fluorescence photons [16]. It is highly

beneficial to adopt valuable strategies to increase the efficiency of

interaction between light and SPEs, like using the extreme light

confinement of nanoantennas and manipulation through determin-

istic coupling.

On the emission side, a SPE in vacuum decays from the excited

state to the ground one with the emission of a photon with a given

intrinsic rate of emission Γem0. Nevertheless the emission rate is

not an intrinsic property of the emitter.

In general, considering the spontaneous emission of a two-level

quantum system the transition probability per unit time from an

initial state 〈i| to a set of final states 〈f | can be described in terms

of first order perturbation theory leading to the so-called Fermi

golden rule:

Γem =
2π

h̄2

∑
f

|〈f |Ĥ I|i〉|2δ(ωi − ωf)) (1.2)

Where Ĥ I = −µ̂ ·Ê is the interaction Hamiltonian in the dipole

approximation and δ(ωi − ωf) ensured the conservation of energy

between the initial and final states.

The equation 1.2 can be written in terms of local density of

states in the following form:
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Γem =
2ω

3h̄ε0
|µ|2ρ(ω0) (1.3)

where ω0 is relative to the emitted photon, µµµ is the dipole mo-

ment of the emitter and ρ(ω0) is the partial local density of state as

defined in reference [17], which depends on the emitter surrounding

environment. In fact if a SPE is located in an homogeneous medium

with a refractive index n>1 the local density of states changes with

respect to vacuum and the emitter rate of emission changes corre-

spondingly. The ratio between the rate of emission of the emitter

in the homogeneous medium and the rate of emission of the emitter

in vacuum is the so-called Purcell factor F p [18]. A more complex

case is represented by an emitter located inside a cavity [4] or in

close proximity to a nanoantenna [19], both resonant objects with

a specific quality factor Q = ν
∆ν

. When the emitter is positioned

in an antinode (constructive interference point) of a cavity or in a

hotspot of a nanoantenna, F p can be expressed as follows:

F p =
3λf

3

4π2

Q

V m

(1.4)

where λf is the transition wavelength, Q is the quality factor

of the resonator and Vm is its volume, which in the case of the

nanoantenna is the hotspot volume. Equation 1.4 indicates how

the rate of spontaneous emission can be modified. In the case of

photonic microcavities the Purcell factor is increased by the high

quality factor Q of the resonator, while the cavity size is typically in

the micrometer size. Nanoantennas operate in a different manner,

their Q factor is relatively low, but the Purcell enhancement is given

by the ultrasmall volume Vm of the hotspots that have a size of a few

tenths of nanometers. While the typical lifetime τ of a SPE is in the

order of 1-10 nanoseconds, deterministic manipulation and coupling

to plasmonics nanostructures can decrease τ down by 3 orders of

magnitude, in theory providing emitters that could operate with
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1.2. NANOANTENNAS FOR LIGHT CONFINEMENT

an emission rate in the range of tens of GHz [20–22]. Of course

the decay rate Γ = 1/τ is not the only factor limiting the rate of

emission of a SPE and normally intrinsic non-radiative channels

that compete with radiative decay come to play. The coupling

between nanoantenna and the emitter provides lifetime shortening,

which is particularly beneficial for SPEs with a very low internal

quantum efficiency. In fact due to the coupling with a nanoantenna

the emitter quantum yield can be substantially increased, allowing

high resolution imaging of SPEs that would normally fall below the

detection sensitivity threshold.

In the following section I will show how nanoantennas can be

efficiently applied as SPEs manipulation tools.

1.2 Nanoantennas for light confinement

Conventional antennas are able to efficiently emit and retrieve elec-

tromagnetic signals in the radio wave regime, and nano-antennas do

the same with visible light [23–25], with the extra complication of

the strong dispersion and metallic absorption in the visible regime.

Nanoantennas are sub-wavelength objects that support localized

plasmonic resonances. They have a typical size varying from a few

nanometers to λ/2 and are able to confine light in sub-wavelength

volumes so-called ¨hot-spots¨, points of strongly increased electric-

field intensity.

Hence, when properly designed and coupled to SPE, nano-

antennas can enhance the effective SPE absorption cross section

σabs as described in equation 1.1, concentrating the light in sub-

diffraction limited spots ∼20x smaller than visible light and in-

creasing the excitation rate [24]. Such property is particularly use-

ful when nanoantennas are used as near-field probes, since they can

provide SPEs super resolution imaging, with excitation spots typ-

ically as small as ∼20-30 nm, allowing subnanometer localization

precision [26–28]. Furthermore, dipolar nanoantennas also provide
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

a vectorial nanostructuring of the near-field due to their typical

dipolar scattering pattern, with typically a strong out-of-plane elec-

tric field component, allowing the detection of completely out-of-

plane oriented molecules that would otherwise not be detected in

normal confocal microscopy [29].

Nanoantennas can also be defined in a framework of cavity quan-

tum electrodynamics (QED) [19], see equations 1.1, ??, 1.4. In this

picture, nanoantennas are characterized as low Q factor ∼5-20 res-

onators with a photon time of storage in the order of picoseconds,

relatively short compared to high Q factor cavities with storage

times in the order of microseconds. Importantly, nanoantennas are

characterized by extremely small mode volumes Vm ∼102-104 nm3.

Indeed nanoantennas as cavities present very different character-

istics when compared to the typical Fabry-Perot resonators [30].

While the latter have extremely high Q factors (Q > 104) and

relatively high, micrometer size mode volumes Vm, nanoantennas

show both low Q factors and Vm. According to equation 1.4, both

nanoantennas and Fabry-Perot cavities have the capability to mod-

ify the intrinsic spontaneous emission rate Γem0 of SPEs. On the

other hand, the different LDOS enhancement mechanisms between

the two systems determine different optical properties when they

couple to SPEs. In contrast to conventional photonic cavities that

exhibit a relatively slow response and a very narrow bandwidth,

nanoantennas having a relatively low Q factor provide a very fast

response (∼100 fsec), with a large bandwidth of operation. This

is particularly beneficial for coupling with SPEs at room tempera-

ture where the emission bands are inhomogeneously broadened [19,

31]. On the other hand, equation 1.4 also shows that the extremely

small Vm competes with low Q and can provide an increase in rate

of spontaneous emission with a Purcell factor Fp ∼103 [21, 22]. In

other words, nano-antennas provide sub-wavelength volumes, that

most of the times coincide with the hotspots, where they increase

the radiative decay rate, increase internal quantum efficiency (QE)
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1.3. DETERMINISTIC COUPLING OF NANOANTENNA-SPE

of systems that have an intrinsically very low QE, and increase the

brightness of SPEs increasing the rate of optical cycles [32, 33].

This aspect is important for detecting very dark emitters that oth-

erwise would be below the minimum threshold of sensitivity [33],

and for development of efficient SPEs [21]. Moreover, nanoanten-

nas can direct light emission as well, increasing collection efficiency,

and controlling polarization of emission [24].

As we have seen nano-antennas have a strong potential for

manipulation of SPEs. In the following paragraph I will further

describe deterministic SPE-nanoantenna coupling, introducing the

thesis content.

1.3 Deterministic coupling of nanoantenna-SPE

In this thesis we focus on the use of near-field scanning optical

microscopy (NSOM) in order to get controlled, deterministic cou-

pling between a nanoantenna and a SPE. I will now shortly review

the state-of-the-art coupling strategies, while a more in depth de-

scription is presented in section 2.1. The majority of experimental

approaches provides stochastic or quasi-deterministic coupling. In

fact the most popular techniques use colloidal or electron- beam

lithography (EBL) fabricated nanoantennas with SPEs dispersed

on top in thin polymeric layers [32], or in liquid solutions [34].

An approach that provides a more controlled coupling is the use

of a DNA string that keeps together two metal nanospheres cre-

ating a dimer with a SPE linked to the DNA and located in the

plasmonic gap, or more complex DNA structures with emitters at-

tached, the so-called origami technology [35–37]. Lately researchers

started to exfoliate 2D materials on EBL fabricated antenna ar-

rays with the possibility to produce SPEs by the strain induced by

nanoantennas [38]. More deterministic coupling is obtained with 2

step-EBL-lithography, where nanoantennas are fabricated by EBL

that also controls with a certain efficiency SPEs positioning [39]. A
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

fully deterministic but static technique is given by the atomic-force

microscopy (AFM) assisted assembly of nanoantennas, like dimers,

containing a SPE embedded in the gap [40, 41]. On the other hand,

the use of NSOM provides full deterministic control at nanometer

level, with additionally the possibility to control the coupling in a

dynamic configuration. Such technique also provides high resolu-

tion imaging of the coupled system. In principle one can scan a SPE

located on the apex of a NSOM probe in close proximity to a single

nanoantenna [42, 43]. Nevertheless, this approach presents the dis-

advantage that the position of a SPE at the apex of a probe is non

trivial. Most importantly after a given number of optical cycles in

the order of 106 the SPE typically bleaches and the fabrication of

another probe is required.

To avoid bleach problem we decided to work with a slightly

different configuration where we fabricate a single nanoantenna on

the apex of our NSOM probe and scan it in close proximity to

SPEs embedded in the sample surface [29, 44]. At the state-of-the-

art, on the excitation side dipole nanorod antennas used as NSOM

probes provide high resolution imaging with two bright hotspots of

40 nm lateral size and fluorescence enhancement that reaches two

orders of magnitude compared to far-field confocal microscopy [27,

29]. Of course their capability to image SPEs is still limited by

the presence of two close (∼200 nm) hotspots per emitter, which is

particularly inconvenient especially in case of densely packed sys-

tems. Additionally, the relatively big contact area of dipolar probes

(∼200x50 nm2) limits the topographical resolution of the probes

and their capability to approach the surface, increasing the verti-

cal distance between the nanoantenna-SPE, a key parameter for

the coupling. As described in chapter 3, in order to overcome these

limitations we developed a novel dipolar probe configuration that is

tilted with respect to the horizontal plane. Such probe improves op-

tical and topographical resolutions with respect to near-field dipolar

8



1.3. DETERMINISTIC COUPLING OF NANOANTENNA-SPE

probes state-of-the-art, by providing a resonant object with single

a hotspot, with confined and enhanced electric field.

1.3.1 Deterministic coupling with accessible ultra stable

SPEs

One of the most crucial parameters in the coupling between SPE

and nanoantenna is their relative distance. The optimal enhance-

ment is typically observed at 5 nm distance, while the near-field of

a nanoantenna decays in a couple of tens of nanometers, hence the

capability to locate the probe in close proximity to the emitter is a

key aspect for their effective coupling. Part of the problem can be

solved with an accurate antenna-sample surface vertical distance

control. On the other hand, in order to have the antenna-emitter

vertical distance minimized we need to have SPEs located in very

thin matrices. What typically happens with SPEs is that decreasing

the thickness of the protective volume around the optically active

region results in less optically stable emitters. In order to overcome

such limitation we decided to work with a novel kind of SPEs, the

atomic defects in the 2D materials. Such emitters are located in a

few or single atomic layers, having the active area directly exposed

at the surface and easily accessible for antenna coupling. One of the

most interesting emitters in 2D materials are the ones embedded in

hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) characterized by their outstandingly

robust and stable single-photon emission [12, 45].

Even though far-field super resolution imaging shed some light

on the spatial arrangement of such SPEs in hBN flakes [46], the

spatial extent and orientation of hBN defects emission centers is still

not well understood. On the emission side, a couple of approaches

have been tried in order to couple a single hBN emission center to

a nanoantenna. In the first case atomic force microscopy has been

used in order to assemble a dimer of plasmonic particles around
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

a single hBN emitter located on a small piece of hBN flake [40].

In the second case a wet transfer technique has been employed in

order locate an hBN flake with atomic defects on top of an array

of lithographically fabricated nanoantennas [47]. Both the studies

showed that the hBN emitters lifetime can be shortened by the

coupling with a nanoantenna. Nevertheless, both the configurations

used are static and the data analysis doesn’t adopt any specific

strategy to discriminate between the metal luminescence and the

one of the hBN defects. As shown in chapter 4, we challenged

the limits of antenna-SPE deterministic coupling at the nanoscale,

showing for the first time a fully controlled coupling, providing

high resolution images of the SPEs [48]. We also for the first time

actively modified and mapped the lifetime of hBN defects [49] by

nanoantenna coupling, in a dynamic configuration with nanometer

precision. We additionally introduced time-gating techniques in

order to efficiently separate the hBN emitters light from the metallic

luminescence background. We provided more insight in the physical

extent and orientation of hBN emission centers.

1.3.2 An interferometric description of deterministic

coupling

The typical approach for the manipulation and high resolution

imaging of SPEs through nanoantenna coupling is based on the con-

finement and enhancement of light. The electric field is squeezed in

sub-wavelength sized regions called ¨hotspots¨, that correspond to

the maxima of field distribution around antenna accessible to the

emitter. According to equations 1.1 and 1.4 an emitter located in

a hotspot will absorb and emit more light compared to an emitter

in vacuum or in an homogeneous material with a given refractive

index. Interestingly, considering an interferometric description of

nanoantenna-emitter coupling it is equally possible to manipulate
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1.3. DETERMINISTIC COUPLING OF NANOANTENNA-SPE

a SPE into a local intensity minimum, a sub-wavelengths ¨cold-

spots¨. In order to engineer such coldspots it is important to ex-

ploit the resonant nature of the nanoantenna. The phase of the

local antenna field varies spatially on sub-wavelength scale. The

exact phase value depends on the resonance, and therefore on the

antenna shape. Thus phase is an additional knob to the manipu-

lation of light at the nanoscale. Compared to other non-resonant

antenna probes such as pyramidal ones [50], our probes exhibit a

plasmonic resonance that can be tuned through length control [27].

Such resonance condition plays an important role both in the exci-

tation and emission response of nanoantenna-SPE coupling. In fact,

when a nanoantenna is illuminated by an incoming laser beam with

a given electric field Einc, it scatters light with an electric field Esc1,

and the total intensity Itot1 at a given point in space is given by

the following relation:

Itot1 = |Einc(r, ω0)|2 + |Esc1(r, ω0)|2

+ 2
∑
i

|Ei
inc(r, ω0)||Ei

sc1(r, ω0)| cos(∆φ1i) (1.5)

Where ω0 is the frequency of the excitation field, i = x, y or z for

the vectorial components of the field and ∆φ1 is the phase accu-

mulated between Einc and Esc1. This means that a SPE located in

close proximity to a nanoantenna will locally detect an electric field

that is the combination of two pure terms relative to Einc and Esc1

respectively, but also a contribution related to their interference.

While the pure terms are necessarily positive, the interference term

can also be negative. For local electric field enhancement obtained

in excitation resonant condition Esc1 >> Einc, interference term can

be ignored. However, for regimes where Esc1 ∼ Einc the interfer-

ence term is not negligible anymore and does play a role. When the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

scattered light phase ∆φ1 = π the interference term is maximum

and has a negative sign, hence it can be used to nullify the local

intensity of light, generating sub-wavelengths coldspots. A SPE lo-

cated in a coldspot is practically in complete darkness, even though

it is illuminated by a focused laser spot. Such sub-wavelength low

excitation spot could be used to localize SPEs with high precision

while requiring low emission of photons. Coldspots might be of

interest for downscale of super resolution localization microscopy

techniques like MINFLUX [51], particularly promising for rapidly

bleaching emitters. An initial proof of principle has been shown

by Haggui et al. [52], where they used a photochemical near-field

imaging technique in order to indirectly visualize the coldspots.

The authors coated some metallic nanocubes with a thin layer of

azobenzene containing photosensitive polymers. Under laser illu-

mination the azo molecules went through cycles of isomerization

and subsequent nanodisplacements inducing topographical changes

that were characterized by atomic force microscopy. Supporting

their data with electromagnetic simulations they retrieved the po-

sitions of coldspots. Nevertheless, this was an indirect, non-optical

imaging of the coldspots, obtained in a static configuration. Thus

a direct optical imaging of coldspots and an experimental demon-

stration of their potential for high resolution microscopy is missing.

Near-field interference and local phase equally influence the emis-

sion properties of a coupled SPE Nanoantenna system. The main

difference is that when a SPE is emitting in close proximity to a

nanoantenna producing an electric field Eem, the nanoantenna it-

self is now illuminated by the emitter instead of by the laser and

scatters emitted light with electric field Esc2. In a specific point in
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1.3. DETERMINISTIC COUPLING OF NANOANTENNA-SPE

space the total intensity of emitted light Itot2 is the following:

Itot2 = |Eem(r, ω)|2 + |Esc2(r, ω)|2

+ 2
∑
i

|Ei
em(r, ω)||Ei

sc2(r, ω)| cos(∆φ2i) (1.6)

Where now ω the frequency of the emitted field, normally slightly

red-shifted with respect to excitation, and ∆φ2 is the phase accu-

mulated between Eem and Esc2. The interference as a function of

emission wavelength and emitter position modifies the decay chan-

nels, as shown in a insightful picture by Drexhage many decades

ago [53]. In his work Drexhage showed how it is possible to both

increase and decrease the emitter lifetime by interference with a

metal mirror surface. In principle, such phenomenon allows both

increase or decay of emitter lifetime. It has been widely shown in

literature that nanoantennas can provide Purcell factor F p ∼1-2

orders of magnitude, similarly speeding up the optical cycles [21,

44, 54]. Much less has been done to show that the optical cycles can

be slowed down, especially with metallic plasmonic antennas, since

they have a very small Q factor and strongly scatter the light. The

increase of lifetime with a consequent decrease in emission rate is

important for the realization of threshold-less lasers [55]. In chap-

ter 5 we show for the first time how we tuned nanoantenna phase

in order to obtain coldspots, that we imaged with high resolution

using a single molecule [56]. We additionally describe how our de-

tuned aluminum antenna provided for the first time a reduction

of SPE lifetime despite the high scattering behaviour of a metallic

nanoantenna.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Thesis organization

This thesis has four main chapters, organized as follows:

� Chapter 2

This chapter starts with description of the local field simula-

tions that we use for design of nanoantennas optical proper-

ties as antenna resonance, near-field enhancement and light

confinement. The robust and reliable four steps nanofabrica-

tion technique that we use for their realization is discussed.

Lastly, we present our experimental technique for determin-

istic antenna-SPE coupling, describing its components and

functioning together with the typical optical measurements

presented in the thesis.

� Chapter 3

This chapter focuses on development of two novel near-field

optical probes for enhanced high resolution microscopy, based

on titled nanoantennas and sharp metal-glass transition for

extreme light confinement. We describe their design and

fabrication techniques, together with experimental measure-

ments using molecular probes, showing their novel optical

properties. Inspired by cutting edge nanofabrication tech-

nologies, a theoretical study of ultimate light confinement and

enhancement with use of sharp nanoantennas is introduced.

� Chapter 4

In this chapter is presented the near-field high resolution imag-

ing and emission control of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)

single emission centers by means of resonant and non-resonant

nanoantenna probes. We show how we apply the strategy of

photon time-tagging detection for a highly efficient photon

discrimination and high resolution lifetime imaging. We dis-

cuss our data analysis with theoretical models that explain
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1.4. THESIS ORGANIZATION

excitation and emission coupling, with the proposal of a real-

istic novel configuration that provides emission enhancement.

� Chapter 5

Here we show our work on antenna scattering phase and inten-

sity tune through length control. We describe how we locally

modulate interference using a single dibenzoterrylene (DBT)

molecule as detector for mapping antenna sub-wavelength vol-

umes with strong excitation field enhancement (hotspots) or

reduction (cold-spots). Finally, we describe how antennas

can be engineered using the same principles to provide par-

tial emission inhibition at single molecule level.
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Chapter 2

Nanoantenna probes and

experimental methods

This chapter describes the strategies adopted for nanoantennas con-

trol and manipulation of single-photon emitters (SPEs) that are

extensively used in the rest of the thesis. At the beginning there is

a review of the different state-of-the-art approaches used for SPEs-

nanoantenna coupling. Then the design of the nanoantennas is

described, that allows to tune their optical spectral resonance and

optimize their performance with respect to the emitters. Then are

presented the advanced nanofabrication techniques that we use in

order to realize nanoantennas, providing us with a full control, ro-

bust and reliable working methodology. The sample preparation

techniques are presented, for the types of SPEs used in the rest of

my work. Then are described the experimental technique that we

employ to manipulate SPEs with deterministic control and nanome-

ter precision, the near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM).

Finally, the experimental setup and its operation modes are de-

scribed, showing some examples of near-field high resolution images

and time-resolved measurements.
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CHAPTER 2. NANOANTENNA PROBES AND

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Experimental methods for SPE-nanoantenna

coupling

In literature different strategies have been adopted in order to con-

trol antenna-SPE coupling. In the majority of the cases the cou-

pling is not deterministic but rather the result of a random event.

This section starts reviewing the more standard approaches based

on stochastic coupling, moving towards the fully deterministic po-

sition controlled antenna-emitter coupling.

A quite versatile approach depicted in Figure 2.1a is given by

the use of electron-beam lithography (EBL) for nano-antennas fab-

rication. Such technique allows control of antenna size, shape and

position with a precision in the order of 10 nm, allowing antenna

resonance tuning. The coupling with SPE is obtained by spin-

coating a thin layer of transparent polymer containing SPEs like

single molecules or quantum dots (QD) on such antenna arrays [32,

57, 58]. The control of SPE concentration in the polymer allows

to have on average a single emitter coupled to a single antennas.

However the method lacks deterministic control on relative antenna-

emitter position and only provides stochastic coupling.

A slightly different possibility is given by the use of EBL fab-

ricated antenna arrays with on top single molecules free to diffuse

in a liquid solution [34, 59], as presented in Figure 2.1b. Such

technique has the advantage to be a dynamic system with higher

interaction probability, where more coupling events can happen in

time compared to the previous case, increasing the total number of

events. On the other hand, there is no control on molecule motion

in liquid, and depending on their diffusion time, the duration of ev-

ery coupling event is limited to few µs-ms. This sets a limit to the

maximum number of photons detected, hence a maximum to signal-

to-noise ratio per event that is often too low for time-dependence

or photons statistics measurements.
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2.1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR SPE-NANOANTENNA COUPLING

A relatively recent approach depicted in Figure 2.1c is given

by direct exfoliation of so-called 2D materials on EBL fabricated

metallic nano-antennas [38, 60]. It has been demonstrated that

the strain induced by nanostructures can locally generate SPE [61].

Such technique has the advantage to provide simultaneous emitter

generation and partial coupling to antenna, even though the po-

sition where the defect is generated due to strain non necessarily

coincides with antenna hotspots. Furthermore, such technique pro-

vides a relatively low efficiency of SPE formation by strain and lack

of versatility due to fixed configuration.

A much more deterministic technique described in Figure 2.1d

is the 2 steps EBL procedure [39]. In this case both antenna array

fabrication and emitter (QD) positioning are controlled by EBL. It

basically solves the problem of antenna-emitter relative distance,

even though a fundamental issue of reproducibility remains un-

resolved. On top of that, it only allows the generation of fixed

antenna-emitter configurations and only works with emitters com-

patible with EBL procedures like QDs.

A different interesting approach shown in Figure 2.1e is based

on the use of chemically synthesized colloidal particles with high

plasmonic performances, self-assembled by DNA-origami with sin-

gle molecules linked to them [35–37, 62]. Such technique doesn’t

require complicated nanofabrication techniques to build optically

active nanostructures, however the number of possible geometries

is limited and once built the antenna-emitter configuration is fixed.

Another very different possibility shown in Figure 2.1f is to use

atomic force microscopy (AFM) in order to manipulate single emit-

ters and metallic nanoantennas in order to assemble them in a cou-

pled system [40, 41]. This approach provides a nanometer control

on relative position, however it presents low reproducibility and

fixed configuration as all previous cases.

So far we discussed mainly stochastic or fixed antenna-emitter

configurations, now the dynamic and fully deterministically con-
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trolled coupling strategies will be described. Near-field scanning op-

tical microscopy (NSOM), depicted in Figure 2.1g and Figure 2.1h,

allows the scan of a nanostructured object in close proximity to sam-

ple surface (∼10 nm) with deterministic nanometer control. The

deterministic control provides the unique possibility to couple an-

tenna and emitter in a dynamic configuration, building a complete

interaction mapping. One possible NSOM configuration is given by

the scan of a SPE like a single-molecule or QD on top of plasmonic

structures [42, 43].

e) f) g)

d)a) b) c)

h)

Figure 2.1: Experimental approaches for SPE-nanoantenna
coupling. (a) EBL fabricated array of nanoantennas with a thin poly-
meric layer with SPEs embedded. (b) EBL fabricated array of nanoan-
tennas with an aquarium containing SPEs diffusing in solution. (c) EBL
fabricated array of nanoantennas with 2D materials exfoliated on top,
at antenna edges the strain stochastically generates SPEs. (d) EBL 2
steps lithography procedure, a single SPE is located in close proximity
to nanoantennas. (e) DNA-origami self-assembled dimers with a SPE
located in the gap. (f) AFM deterministically assembled systems with
a SPE positioned in a dimer. (g) NSOM probe with a single SPE, de-
terministically scanned in close proximity to a nanoantenna. (h) NSOM
probe with a single nanoantenna, deterministically scanned in close prox-
imity to SPEs. (a-h) The relative sizes of objects have been modified
for the sake of clarity.

It provides high resolution imaging of dynamically coupled an-

tennas and SPE. On the other hand, the measurements are limited
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2.2. DESIGN OF NEAR-FIELD NANOANTENNA PROBES

by the total amount of photons provided by a SPE, that normally

tends to bleach after a few seconds or minutes of measurements.

Additionally the positioning of a single emitter exactly at the tip

apex is non trivial and once it bleaches it need to be replaced.

Our approach presented in Figure 2.1h keeps the benefits of the

NSOM technique, without the drawbacks of working with a single

emitter per probe. Our NSOM configuration consists in the use of a

single metallic nanoantenna fabricated as near-field probe, scanned

over single SPEs embedded in sample surface [54, 63, 64]. Such

choice allows us to have deterministic control on antenna-emitter

coupling, with nanometer precision, in a dynamic configuration,

with high resolution and the chance to move to a new emitter when

one bleaches. Additionally we obtain sub-wavelength interaction

maps of the antenna-emitter coupling. Indeed the design and espe-

cially the fabrication of nanoantennas as near-field probes, together

with the experimental setup operation can result quite critical.

2.2 Design of near-field nanoantenna probes

Nanoantennas are very effective nanostructures for light manipula-

tion at the nanoscale. They provide high level of light confinement

(λ/10) that can be exploited for high resolution imaging, field en-

hancement and for very sensitive microscopy [29]. Since the an-

tennas modify the local density of optical states (LDOS), they can

affect and enhance the decay rate, increasing the brightness of emit-

ters with a low quantum efficiency (QE) [33]. Such outstanding

optical properties are very sensitive to the resonance conditions of

the nanoantenna, that has to be designed and adapted with re-

spect to the optical properties of the emitter and the surrounding

material. The nanoantenna resonance can be scanned with the

excitation laser, to match the maximum of emitter absorption, pro-

viding a high excitation enhancement. Alternatively the antenna
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resonance can be matched with emission spectrum, in order to effi-

ciently control emission properties. Furthermore, studying the size

and shape of the hotspots of the nanoantenna provides a valuable

insight on the optical resolution of the probe. In the following part

of the chapter I will describe our strategies in order to engineer the

nanoantenna probe, first tailoring its optical properties in excita-

tion and then in emission.

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations

In order to engineer the near-field nanoantenna probes we perform

calculations of the electric field patterns generated by the nanoan-

tenna by means of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method,

using a FDTD tool, Lumerical. The first step of the method is to

generate a 3D model that physically describes the system, namely

the antenna probe and the SPE sample, as depicted in Figure 2.2a.

The probe is modeled as a single metallic nanorod that can be ori-

ented flat or partially tilted with respect to the horizontal plane.

The substrate, a transparent medium containing SPEs, is modeled

as a thick piece of glass. The lateral size of the nanoantenna is set to

50 nm, while changing its length it is possible to tune its resonance

along the visible and near-infrared spectrum. The nanoantenna is

connected to a glass socket, with a height of a few hundreds of

nanometers. Between the socket and the nanoantenna is located a

3 nm titanium adhesion layer. The nanoantenna is located at 10 nm

distance from the sample surface. Depending on the specific case,

we place thin layers of additional materials on the substrate. In

the computation volume a 3D grating is defined, technically called

¨mesh¨. The light source has to be modeled in order to accurately

describe the laser beam, for such purpose we inject light in the sim-

ulation as a plane wave. The incident polarization can be set as

linear or circular, depending on the specific experimental require-

ment. The source injects a pulse of light in the simulation volume
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2.2. DESIGN OF NEAR-FIELD NANOANTENNA PROBES

that is propagated solving Maxwell equations at the nodes of the

mesh. The amplitude of the sources is normalized in order to get a

unitary total electric field intensity in absence of the probe, in close

proximity of the surface and inside the material where the emitter

is located. In order to study the electric field patterns around the

emitter, we record the light by placing field monitors. We use hori-

zontal monitors, located 15 nm below the probe, as depicted in blue

in Figure 2.2a, and vertical monitors cutting through the probe and

sample. The monitors record both the intensity of the illumination

beam and the light scattered by the nanoantenna, providing full in-

formation on the interference happening between the two. In order

to get the best compromise between accuracy and computational

efficiency we optimize the following items. The optical properties of

every single component are described by their materials refractive

indices, therefore it is essential that they are properly introduced

in the simulations, for all the wavelengths. The step size and po-

sition of the mesh is a key parameter since it defines the precision

and the time required for the calculation. The step has to be fine

enough especially where small components are located and it has to

ensure a minimum number of computational steps between sources

and monitors (> 10), in order to avoid problems of solution con-

vergence. Also, the mesh step size where the monitors are located

is critical since it defines the resolution of the field maps. All the

FDTD calculations have been performed by the author of the thesis.

Dipolar nanoantenna excitation resonance

In Figure 2.2b is shown a typical vertical monitor with the total

field intensity plotted in log10 scale for the sake of clarity. The

illumination light has linear polarization along the X axis.
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Figure 2.2: FDTD calculated near-field maps in close proxim-
ity to a dipolar nanoantenna probe. (a) sketch of a flat dipolar
nanoantenna near-field probe with a lateral size of 50 nm and a length
of 180 nm. The nanoantenna is located at 10 nm form the glass. (b)
Simulated total field intensity map of the probe presented in (a). The
field is strongly localized at the edges of the nanoantenna, providing two
bright hotspots. (c) Simulated fields intensity horizontal maps, located
15 nm below the probe. Since the nanoantenna is excited with linear
polarization in X direction at a wavelength of 670 nm, the Y and Z com-
ponents of the electric field only show the scattering of the probe, while
the X and the total fields also show the interference with the incoming
beam.
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The map shows the high level of field enhancement, that can be

two orders of magnitude higher than the excitation beam on the

nanoantenna surface, localized at the edges of the nanoantenna at

the so called hotspots. The intensity maps presented in Figure 2.2c

are horizontal monitors located below the nanoantenna, showing

the intensity patterns for total and single components of the fields.

The total field and the X component intensities show two bright

spots in the center of a dark area, and an external bright ring.

The Y and Z components of the field intensities show the typical

four and two lobes pattern of a dipolar emitter. The horizontal

monitors show that a dipolar nanoantenna probe can provide an

excitation enhancement close to 10x for in-plane oriented emitters

and allow the detection of out-of-plane molecules that would not

be excited in a far-field measurement. Figure 2.2c shows clearly

that, depending on the incoming beam polarization, the near-field

intensity maps can exhibit interference (Itot and IX) or not (IY and

IZ). The components affected by interference also show a non-

zero background due to the presence of illumination light. Since in

these maps the incoming beam is X oriented this is the only single

component of the electric field that is affected by interference.

Depending on nanoantenna metal, we now study the depen-

dence of the resonance of the probe with respect to its length and

metal, as reported in Figure 2.3a. The graph shows that, for each

metal, the resonance of the nanoantennas red-shifts with the in-

crease of the length. Even though nanoantennas of different mate-

rials and same length support resonances in different areas of the

spectrum, the amount of red-shift due to length increase is similar

for aluminum, gold and silver. Figure 2.3a shows that both the

full visible and the near-infrared ranges can be covered tuning the

nanoantenna length.

In Figure 2.3b are shown total intensity enhancements calcu-

lated for different antenna lengths, in each case for respective reso-

nance wavelength. Such enhancements are relative to the hotspots
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positions calculated 15 nm below the nanoantenna, inside glass sub-

strate. For the sake of clarity the different cases have been studied

for the same vertical distance. The red, blue and green rectangles

in Figure 2.3b represent the areas that correspond to resonances in

wavelength range between 600 nm and 800 nm. The graph shows

how enhancement depends on antenna length, since nanoantennas

absorption cross section also increase with their lateral size. Fur-

thermore, for a given length, enhancement also depends on the ma-

terial of nanoantenna. Nevertheless, the colored rectangles show

how in the visible regime gold, silver and aluminum provide simi-

lar enhancements. Given the fast decay of the near-field intensity,

operating the antenna at lower vertical distance provides higher

excitation enhancements. Despite the different skin-depths of gold,

silver and aluminum, that in the visible are respectively of ∼30, 25

and 13 nm [65], even for minimal vertical distances under antenna

(<5 nm) in our configuration we don’t find relevant different lev-

els of light confinement due to the use of different metals among

aluminum, silver and gold. Such result is due to the fact that our

nanoantennas as thicker than the skin-depth of the three studied

metals. Additionally, compared to gold and silver, that are rela-

tively soft (gold) or oxidize easily (silver), aluminum is mechani-

cally robust and only gets oxidized at level of external layers (few

nanometers) [66].

The sketches in Figure 2.3c represent two cases of 25 and 10

nm radii of curvature for the lower nanoantenna edges. Such a

small variation on the shape doesn’t really affect the resonance of

the probe, but has an effect on the local field enhancement. Fig-

ure 2.3d shows the dependence of the total intensity enhancement,

for different aluminum nanoantenna lengths for the two cases pre-

sented in Figure 2.3c. Enhancements have been calculated with

nanoantennas in contact with glass substrate and at a vertical dis-

tance of 4 nm below nanoantenna, where for both radii of curvature

intensity reaches a value of 1/e with respect to metal. It reports on
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the fact that the sharpness of the antenna edges has an effect on

the excitation enhancement and that antennas with a 10 nm radius

of curvature provide higher enhancement that antennas with 25 nm

radius of curvature.
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Figure 2.3: FDTD calculated excitation optical properties of
dipolar nanoantenna probes. (a) Dipolar resonance dependence of
the probe with respect to the antenna length, for aluminum, gold and
silver. The studied range of lengths covers the full visible spectrum.
(b) Total near-field intensity enhancement calculated 15 nm below the
nanoantenna in glass for different materials for each case at its resonant
wavelength. The colored rectangles correspond to a resonance wave-
length range of 600-800 nm. (c) Sketches of probes with different radii
of curvature of the lowest edges, of 25 and 10 nm. (d) Total near-field
intensity enhancement calculated 4 nm below the probe for different
nanoantenna lengths. Nanoantennas are in contact with glass substrate.
The enhancements are relative to respective resonance wavelengths.
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Dipolar nanoantenna emission resonance

Besides excitation enhancement also the emission properties of SPE

are affected by nanoantennas. Here using FDTD simulations we in-

vestigate the effect of our probe on the emission properties of SPEs,

calculating their normalized fluorescence lifetime change depending

on the coupling with nanoantenna, hence the change of normalized

total rate, with its radiative and non-radiative contributions. A

sketch of the typical FDTD emission configuration is presented in

Figure 2.4. The emitter is modeled as a dipole assuming an internal

quantum efficiency QEint = 1. In this case the only source in the

simulation is the emitter itself. The emitter be oriented in X, Y, or

Z direction, or it can be considered as an approximately isotropic

emitter. While the single direction emitters can be used to represent

single molecules, the isotropic one represents emitters constituted

by many emitters closely packed, as molecular beads or densely

packed atomic defects in 2D materials. The exact representation of

an isotropic emitter requires the use of a big number of differently

oriented emitters, with random relative phases. This goes beyond

our computational capabilities, therefore we provide an approxi-

mated isotropic emitter representation given by the combined use

of three perpendicular emitters located in the same point. Placing

the emitter in different positions with respect to the nanoantenna,

it is possible to obtain the lifetime at each point normalized to the

lifetime of the uncoupled case which is considered as unity, provid-

ing normalized lifetime profiles. When we measure the lifetime of

the uncoupled emitter we provide lifetime profiles multiplying the

uncoupled emitter lifetime by our normalized lifetime profiles(see

chapter 4).

For the normalized lifetime profiles the total power radiated by

the emitter alone, measured by the black cubic box in Figure 2.4a),

and the one of the emitter located in every specific configuration

with respect to the nanoantenna, measured by the black cubic box
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in Figure 2.4b), are compared. The ratio between the two powers

is the normalized lifetime at each nanoantenna-emitter position.

We can simulate the normalized radiative and non-radiative rates

as well in a similar way, taking into account that the light ab-

sorbed by the metallic nanoantenna constitutes the non-radiative

rate, while the light radiated in the far-field represents the radia-

tive one. Figure 2.4b) shows that in our FDTD calculations the

normalized radiative rate ηrad is measured by the red cubic box

that contains emitter and nanoantenna, while the normalized non-

radiative rate is obtained as follows ηnon-rad = ηtotal- ηrad, where

the normalized total rate ηtotal is calculated considering the light

propagating through the small black cubic box that contains only

the emitter. The QEs values are obtained according to following

relation QE = ηrad / (ηrad+ηnon-rad).

In Figure 2.4c) are reported the normalized total, radiative, non-

radiative rates and lifetime respectively in black, red, blue and green

of a dipolar emitter in close proximity to a dipolar nanoantenna.

The emitter is located 15 nm under antenna, in a thin layer of hBN

and it is oriented parallel to antenna. The antenna is 160 nm long

and the calculation has been carried out for a wavelength of 650

nm. The graph shows how a resonant dipolar antenna can modify

both radiative and non-radiative rate of a SPE. In the specific case

both rates are increased, especially in correspondence of antenna

hotspots. Since the total rate is increased in hotpots positions,

in such positions the model also shows a strong decrease of emis-

sion lifetime. In the next chapters we will typically present the

calculated normalized rates and the calculated change of lifetime

expressed in nanoseconds, obtained multiplying the calculated nor-

malized lifetime by the measured lifetime of the uncoupled emitter.
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Figure 2.4: FDTD calculation configurations of nanoantenna
probes emission properties. (a) Sketch of a dipolar emitter embed-
ded in a thin (∼40 nm) transparent polymer layer, located on a glass
substrate. The black cubic box measures the total and the radiative
rates of emission ηtotal = ηrad. (b) Sketch of the same configuration in
(a) with the additional presence of a nanoantenna probe in close prox-
imity (∼10 nm) to polymer surface. In this case the black cubic box
measures ηtotal, while the red one measures ηrad. (c) Simulated normal-
ized total (black) rate, radiative (red) and non-radiative (blue) rates and
normalized emitter lifetime (green). The emission wavelength is at 650
nm, the emitter is oriented parallel to antenna, located 15 nm under
it inside a transparent polymer thin layer. Emitter has unity internal
quantum efficiency, antenna is long 160 nm.

The mentioned FDTD calculations provide a full characteriza-

tion of a dipolar near-field probe, taking into account its excitation

and emission effects on SPEs optical properties.
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2.3 Fabrication of near-field probes

Once that the dipolar probe has been fully engineered, the next

step is its realization. This step involves advanced nanofabrication

techniques in order to sculpt a 3D nanostructure, on the apex of

an optical fiber, with full control on shape, size and orientation in

the space. For this purpose we start with a piece of optical fiber

with a diameter of ∼100 µm that will act as the final support of

the near-field probe, and we heat-pull it using a micropipette puller

(Sutter P2000). This way we obtain a tapered end piece of optical

fiber with a diameter <100 nm, as shown in Figure 2.5a.

300 nm 300 nm500 nm

a) b) c)

X

Z

Figure 2.5: SEM images of the three initial phases of probe
fabrication. (a) A tapered end optical fiber obtained by heat-pulling,
with a typical diameter < 100 nm. (b) The optical fiber is cut flat at
the end with Ga FIB, the typical dimeter is now ∼ 400 nm. (c) A 3
nm titanium adhesion layer and a 50 nm aluminum layer are deposited
by thermal evaporation, to act as a robust base for the nanoantenna
fabrication.

At this point, since we need to mill material with a precision of

a few nanometers, we use the gallium focused ion beam technology

(FIB) to cut flat the heat-pulled optical fiber at the end, etching

its last part, as represented in Figure 2.5a by the green rectangle.

The green arrow represents the milling direction. This operation

provides a flat base of a diameter of ∼300-400 nm, shown in Fig-

ure 2.5b. On this flat-cut fiber we deposit first 3 nm of titanium
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adhesion layer and then 50 nm of aluminum by thermal evapora-

tion, the result is shown in Figure 2.5c.

We employ two different FIB systems, the Zeiss-Auriga cross-

beam, that is equipped with Gallium (Ga) FIB for the fabrication

and an electron-beam for the imaging of the structures, and the

Zeiss-Orion nanofab, that is equipped with a helium (He) and a

neon (Ne) FIB system. Both the systems use a tightly focused

beam of ions, highly accelerated, to etch material with high preci-

sion. Nevertheless, gallium and helium FIBs present some impor-

tant differences. The first one has a beam of a minimum size of 7

nm and a high etching rate that allows the fabrication of 3D struc-

tures with a precision of ∼10 nm. For the fabrication of structures

of a size < 100 nm, the etching process is so fast that the control

is limited.

On the other hand, the He FIB technology is based on a more

focused beam, of a size of nominally 0.5 nm and since the helium

ions are much lighter than the gallium ones, its etching rate is also

lower [67]. This results in a higher precision in the fabrication,

with a control on 3D structures fabrication of ∼5 nm and in a

higher control during the process, since the helium etching results

in a slower and more precise material removal. The main limit

of the helium FIB technology is that, due to its low etching rate,

the fabrication of structures larger than a few hundred of nanome-

ter takes huge amounts of time, making the all fabrication process

particularly exposed to drift problems. The best condition is then

given by a combination of Ga and He FIBs where the first one is

used in order to provide the milling of the biggest parts, while the

second is used for the finest details. In both cases, the ions are

accelerated with high voltages (30keV), and the size of the beam

is controlled through the current of the beam (∼2-4 pA). At this

stage it is possible to use both the FIBs for the next nanofabrication

steps. Figure 2.6a shows a Ga FIB top view image of a flat-cut fiber

coated with aluminum, already shown from the side in Figure 2.5c.
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The four green rectangles represent again the milling areas, with

their milling directions, that are always inwards, in order to have

the milled material deposited outward. The detailed design and

control of such milling profiles is obtained with the NPVE software

provided by Zeiss. Each rectangle is milled with a current of 2 pA,

single repetition scan, a dose = 0.1 nC/µm2 and a dwell time = 700

µs. The Ga FIB imaging is particularly dangerous for the probe,

since it can etch tens of nanometers of metal in a few seconds. Fig-

ure 2.6b and c are SEM images taken respectively from top and

from side of a flat dipolar nanoantenna probe, with a lateral size

of 50 nm and a length of 180 nm. Its resonance is around 650 nm

wavelength. The nanoantenna is sitting on a glass socket of a few

hundreds of nanometers high. The typical radius of curvature of

the lower edge of such a probe is of ∼25 nm.

Starting from the last step of fabrication reported in Figure 2.5

c, it is also possible to proceed using the He FIB technology, as

reported in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7a is a top view He FIB image of

a fiber at the stage of fabrication presented in Figure 2.5c.
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Figure 2.6: Milling techniques for the nanoantenna probe fab-
rication by gallium FIB. (a) Ga FIB top view of an aluminum coated
fiber similar to the one reported in Figure 2.5c, the green rectangles rep-
resent the milled areas, the arrows the milling directions. (b) SEM top
view of a fabricated dipolar nanoantenna probe with a lateral size of 50
nm and a length of 180 nm. (c) SEM lateral view of the nanoantenna
presented in (b), it is supported by a glass socket of a few hundreds of
nanometers length.
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Figure 2.7: Milling techniques for the nanoantenna probe fab-
rication by helium FIB. (a) He FIB top view of an aluminum coated
fiber, similar to the one reported in Figure 2.5c. The green rectangles
with the arrows represent respectively the areas milled by He FIB from
top and the milling directions. (b) He FIB lateral view of an aluminum
coated fiber after the step reported in (a). The bright external layer
of the fiber is an aluminum layer with a lateral size of 50 nm. The
two green rectangles represent the areas milled in order to get the fi-
nal dipolar nanoantenna probe. (c) SEM lateral view of the fabricated
nanoantenna, with a length of 200 nm and a lateral size of 50 nm. (d)
SEM image, top view of the probe.

The etching of the two green rectangular shapes depicted in

Figure 2.7a, determines the formation of a thin slice of material

(∼50 nm), as shown in Figure 2.7b, another He FIB image side

view. At this point, the last lateral cut depicted in Figure 2.7b

generates the nanoantenna probe, setting its length and defining

its dipolar resonance in the spectrum. Figure 2.7c and d are SEM

side and top images, showing a stand-alone nanoantenna probe with

a lateral size of 50 nm and a length of 200 nm. Its resonance is at
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∼700 nm wavelength. The typical radius of curvature of the lower

edge of such a probe is of ∼10 nm, providing a slightly higher

excitation enhancement, as discussed previously in section 2.2.

Since the upper part of the coated fiber shown in Figure 2.7a is only

∼400 nm wide, the typical milling time with the He FIB is below

one minute, hence the fabrication is not limited by significant drift

problems. At the same time, the low etching rate of the He FIB

allows to image multiple times the structures and mill them with

unprecedented precision and control. All the nanoantenna probes

have been fabricated by the author of the thesis.

2.4 Fabrication of single emitter samples

For the study of the interaction between single nanoantennas and

SPEs, we use different types of emitter systems. We focus on molec-

ular systems and atomic defects in ultra-thin so called 2D materials.

In both cases, the sample thickness is a key parameter, since the

typical depth of the probe evanescent near-field is of ∼25 nm in the

vertical direction.

Terrylene diimide (TDI) molecules. We used TDI molecules

because of their high internal QE and photostability [68]. In this

case we spin-coated a solution of 10−8 M concentration of molecules

in 1 % w/w of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) in toluene on a

clean cover-slip, obtaining a thin transparent layer of ∼20 nm thick-

ness. The absorption and emission peaks for the TDI molecules are

around 650 and 680 nm respectively.

Dibenzoterrylene (DBT) molecules in anthracene. For the study

of interference effect in nanoantenna-molecule interaction, we used

dibenzoterrylene (DBT) molecules in anthracene (AC) [69]. In this

configuration DBT molecules are exceptionally photostable and are

only in-plane oriented, ideal case for experiments where the inter-

ference effect has to be addressed, since it doesn’t affect purely

vertically oriented molecules (chapter 5). The AC is dispersed in
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diethyl ether with a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml and 10 µl/ml of

benzene are added. The latter serves to improve the quality of the

crystals obtained from the spin-coating process. The DBT is dis-

persed in toluene in a concentration of 10 µM and then diluted by

a factor of 100 in the AC/diethyl ether mixture. The final solution

is spin coated on a clean cover-slip providing a thin transparent

layer of ∼40 nm. The absorption and emission peaks for the DBT

molecules are around 750 and 790 nm respectively.

Polystyrene fluorescent nanobeads and LH2 nanospheres. For

probe test measurements we used fluorescent nanobeads made of

polysterene of a size of ∼20 nm, containing few hundreds of flu-

orophores (Invitrogen FluoSpheres 8783) and LH2 nanospheres of

a size of ∼20 nm made of few tenths of LH2 complexes sintheti-

cally arranged in spherical shape. Both the molecular systems are

dispersed in aqueous ∼2% w/w polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solutions

at a concentration of 10−6 M and spin coated on a cleaned glass

cover-slip in order to provide a thin transparent layer of ∼40 nm

thickness. The absorption and emission peaks for the nanobeads

are around 650 and 680 nm respectively, while for LH2 nanospheres

they are at 850 and 870 nm.

Atomic defects in hBN. The hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) sin-

gle atomic defects samples are obtained by scotch tape exfoliation

of single flakes (thickness of ∼5-10 nm) on clean cover-slips. To

increase the density of photostable defects into the hBN flakes, the

samples are exposed to Oxygen and Argon plasma etching (with

respectively 150 and 80 W power for 2 minutes) [70]. The samples

are then thermally treated for 30 minutes at 850 °C in Argon at-

mosphere to stabilize the emitters [45, 71]. In the case of the hBN

atomic defects, they can be efficiently excited at 520 and 620 nm

wavelength and their emission ranges from 550 to 750 nm depending

on the single emitter [72].

For the molecular samples we use standard coverslips of 170 µm

thickness, while for the hBN defects samples we use quarts cover-
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slips of the same thickness, because of the lower optical background

(a factor of ∼10x lower). Such optical background in standard glass

coverslips can be related to the presence of impurities that emit light

when illuminated by laser light [73]. All the coverslips are cleaned

with sonication in acetone, water and methanol and exposed to

UV. All the molecular solutions are spin-coated at a speed of 6000

rounds/min for 60 seconds, except for the DBT solution that is

spin-coated at different speeds from 2000 to 7000 rounds/min, de-

pending on the thickness required for the specific experiments. The

TDI, LH2 and nanobeads samples have been fabricated by the au-

thor of the thesis, while the hBN and DBT ones have been provided

by respectively the groups of Efetov and Toninelli.

2.5 Experimental Techniques

Since the nanoantenna hotspot has a lateral size of a few tenths of

nanometers (∼40 nm), the controlled coupling with SPEs requires

few nm control especially for distance dependence, while the emit-

ter is excited and its emission collected. Here we use a home-built

near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) in order to control

independently nanoantenna and emitter. The scheme of the ex-

perimental setup is reported in Figure 2.8. For the excitation of

the system we use a supercontinuum white light pulsed laser (Su-

perK Extreme, NKT Photonics). Such system provides light with

a wide range of wavelengths (400-850 nm), its versatility allows the

study of emitters that absorb at visible and near-infrared wave-

length. The laser light is collimated and spectrally filtered with the

use of narrow bandpass filters. The polarization of the laser light is

controlled with a linear polarizer. The light is coupled into a con-

focal microscope (Axiovert 135 TV, Zeiss) through a beam splitter

(90:10) and focused through an oil immersion objective with high

numerical aperture (NA=1.3). The sample is positioned on a 3D

piezo driven stage (Nano-PDQ 350, MCL Inc.). The light emitted is
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collected by the same objective and spectrally separated from the il-

lumination beam by means of long pass optical filters. With the use

of a flipping mirror, the emission light can be sent to two avalanche

photo diodes (APDs, PDM series 50 µm, Micro Photon Devices)

or to an home built spectrometer through an optical fiber. For the

dispersion of the light in the spectrometer we use a prism, for its

collection an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD,

ImagEM X2 EM-CCD C9100-23B, Hamamatsu). The spectrome-

ter allows the measurement of point spectra and spectral images,

since it is synchronized with the scanning systems. For lifetime

measurements the two APDs are connected through a router (PHR

800, PicoQuant) to a time-correlated single-photon counting mod-

ule (TCSPC, PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). In this configuration the

router has the purpose of integrating the signals of the two APDs.

The laser is also connected to the TCSCP module for laser pulse

synchronization. For antibunching measurements the APDs are di-

rectly connected to the TCSPC module. Sending the light to the

APDs through a 50:50 beam splitter we obtain obtain fluorescence

images, lifetime images and antibunching point measurements.

The near-field module of the NSOM is represented in Figure 2.8

upper part and it is constituted by the following elements. The most

delicate part is the near-field nanoantenna probe, fabricated at the

apex of a piece of optical fiber and glued on a quartz tuning fork.

The tuning fork is controlled through a 3D piezo stage that is con-

trolled by the shear-force feedback system. The feedback is based

on custom-built electronics that detect the phase between the driv-

ing signal, oscillated by means of a piezo with a voltage of 50 mV,

and the phase response of the tuning fork itself. Any interaction

between the tip and the surface results in a change of phase that is

used by the feedback loop in order to keep the nanoantenna-surface

z distance constant with < nanometer accuracy. Such shear-force

feedback mechanism does not provide a direct measurement of the
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absolute nanoantenna-surface z distance. However, based on vari-

ous near-field measurements and z-scans we estimated such distance

to be of approximately 10 nm. The force feedback system automati-

cally provides topographical images of the surface, with a resolution

in z direction of 1 nm. Having the sample and the probe mounted

on two different piezo stages provides five independent axes, hence

the possibility to scan the sample or the probe with respect to the

optical axis of the microscope, as shown in the sketches (a) and

(b) of Figure 2.9. In the first case presented in Figure 2.9a, the

sample scan configuration, the nanoantenna is positioned on top of

the diffraction limited spot, hence it is continuously illuminated.

While the nanoantenna is kept stationary on top of the illumina-

tion spot the sample is scanned, providing super resolution images

of SPEs. In the second case, sketched in Figure 2.9b, it is shown

the probe scan modality. In this configuration the emitter is kept

stationary at the center of the diffraction limited spot, continuously

illuminated, and the nanoantenna is raster scanned on the emitter.

This configuration allows the mode mapping of the nanoantenna

using a SPE and provides information on the optical properties of

the coupled system.

Such experimental setup represents an ideal instrument for de-

terministic control and manipulation of SPEs by means of nanoan-

tennas.
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Experimental setup
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of the experimental setup. A super con-
tinuum laser beam is focused down to the diffraction limit on a sample
with a thin layer (∼40 nm) of SPEs with an oil immersion objective with
numerical aperture NA=1.3. On the sample surface, a dipolar nanoan-
tenna probe located at the apex of an optical fiber is scanned in X-Y
direction, while the z distance (∼10 nm) is kept constant by means of a
shear-force feedback loop. The fiber is glued on top of a quartz tuning
fork resonator, the feedback loop is based on the phase signal between
the driving signal and the response of the tuning fork, that is sensitive
to the probe-surface interaction. The light is collected with the same
objective and separated by the illumination with an optical filter. A
sliding mirror is used in order to send the light to a spectrometer or to
two APDs. In front of the APDs there is a 50-50 beam splitter. The
APDs are connected to a time-correlated single photon counting sys-
tem (TCSPC) for lifetime imaging and second order cross correlation
measurements.
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In the next two parts we show examples of near-field and time-

resolved measurements.
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a) Sample scan b) Probe scan 

fixed probe, scanning sample fixed sample, scanning probe

Figure 2.9: Schemes of the NSOM modes of operation. (a) and
(b) are zooms of the near-field probe in two differerent operation modes.
(a) Represents the sample scan mode, where the nanoantenna is kept
stationary in the centre of the illumination spot and the sample is raster
scanned, it provides near-field super resolution images. (b) Represents
the probe scan mode, where the nanoantenna is raster scanned over a
continuously illuminated SPE. It provides near-field images of the mode
of the nanoantenna coupled to the emitter.

Optical near-field measurements

Our NSOM provides high resolution images of SPEs, enhancing

their emission through excitation and emission processes [29]. The

excitation enhancement is provided by the capability of the nanoan-

tenna to focus the light down to sub-diffraction limited size hotspots.

In order to efficiently excite the probe, the resonance of the nanoan-

tenna has to be tuned with the maximum of absorption of the emit-

ter and the excitation laser light. In emission they can enhance the

brightness of the SPEs increasing their decay rates, especially if

they have a low QE [32]. Figure 2.10 presents two near-field inten-

sity maps of different molecular systems. Figure 2.10a is a near-field

map of a sample of TDI single molecules, obtained with an exci-

tation at 630 nm wavelenght and a dipolar nanoantenna probe of
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a length of 180 nm. The image shows two sharp spots located at

the edge of the nanoantenna, of a lateral size of ∼40 nm per emit-

ter, superimposed to a confocal diffraction limited spot of ∼300

nm. The intensity enhancement provided by the probe depends on

the emitter orientation. Since the near-field of the nanoantenna

is nanostructured, it provides vectorial components of the electric

field along the three directions of space. This allows the detection of

molecules Z oriented, that would not be excited confocally, enhanc-

ing the sensitivity of the confocal microscope. While for the in-plane

oriented molecules the maximum enhancement is of ∼10x compared

to far-field confocal microscopy, for the Z oriented molecules the

enhancement can reach much higher values, since they are simply

not excited by a classical in-plane oriented excitation field. While

the in-plane oriented molecules present a background due to confo-

cal illumination, the purely Z oriented emitters only show the two

near-field high resolution spots.

Figure 2.10b is a near-field intensity map of a different molecu-

lar system, constituted by LH2 nanospheres of a size of ∼30 nm, as

presented by the SEM image in the inset, located in a thin trans-

parent polymeric film. For the illumination is used a light of 800

nm wavelength, hence a resonant dipolar nanoantenna of 220 nm

length. Those systems also provide a confocal spot with superim-

posed two sharp near-field enhanced spots (∼50 nm). In this case,

since every nanosphere is made of many emitter, they behave like

isotropic absorbers and emitters. For this reason the confocal back-

ground is always present, while the near-field effect of the probe can

be more or less pronounced depending on the nanoantenna-emitter

distance. The best fluorescence enhancement is in this case of ∼3x.

The examples reported in Figure 2.10 show the capability of the

experimental setup to provide enhanced high resolution images of

SPEs.
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Figure 2.10: Nanoimaging of single-photon emitters by means
of a dipolar nanoantenna probe. (a) Near-field scan of a single-
molecule (TDI) sample, using a nanoantenna probe. Every molecule
shows the typical two hotspots pattern. While the totally out-of-plane
emitters only show two bright spots, the in-plane ones also show the con-
focal one. The optical resolution is of 40 nm, the excitation wavelength
of 630 nm. (b) Near-field scan of an LH2 nanospheres (∼30 nm) sam-
ple, top-left inset is an SEM of the nanospheres. The nanospheres are
made of many emitters, hence they result in isotropic systems. Super-
imposed to the two typical near-field spots is always visible the confocal
one. Only the nanospheres that are close enough to the surface interact
with the nanoantenna, thus the two enhanced hotspots are not always
present. The optical resolution is of 50 nm, the excitation wavelength
of 800 nm.

Time-resolved measurements

The typical lifetime of a SPE is in the order of 10−9 - 10−8 seconds

and it is a probabilistic concept referred to the characteristical de-

cay time of an emitter from the first excited state to the ground

one. SPEs are generally defined as two level systems capable of

emitting a single photon at a time (antibunching), instead of emit-

ting multiple photons together (bunching). These two properties,

namely the lifetime and the photon statistics are key elements for

the characterization of SPEs [31].
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We can operate our experimental setup in two different configu-

rations, in the first one we can perform time-resolved measurements

(lifetime measurements), in the second one we can characterize the

emitter photon statistics (antibunching measurements). The in-

strument response function (IRF) of our system is limited by our

APDs (PDM series 50 µm, Micro Photon Devices) time resolution,

that is wavelength dependent and spans from ∼45 ps at 800 nm to

∼250 ps at 400 nm.

In the time-resolved measurements configuration, we can mea-

sure the arrival time of every photon (stop signal), with respect to

the excitation pulse (synchronization signal), using a TCSPC sys-

tem [74]. In Figure 2.11 are reported the IRF of the instrument at

620 nm wavelength (black), the photons histogram of an hBN de-

fect uncoupled (green) and coupled (red) to a nanoantenna probe.

The blue lines represent single exponential fits of the data, after

time-gating the photons at >2 ns. In this case, the lifetime of the

emitter has been shortened of a factor of ∼2.2x. Synchronizing the

piezo scanner with the TCSCP system it is possible to obtain maps

where the photons histogram is recorded at each pixel. Fitting the

photons histograms at each pixel it is possible to obtain a lifetime

map, as depicted in the inset sketch in Figure 2.11. We also perform

point-measurements where we collect the photons histogram locally

and then obtain the lifetime fitting the photons distribution. The

time-tagged photon detection allows us to time-gate the photons,

integrating the signal in a specific time interval, as represented by

the yellow area in Figure 2.11. With this strategy we can reject the

first ∼2 ns of photons detected, where all the nanoantenna lumi-

nescence is located in the time domain. This is particularly useful

for separating the nanoantenna luminescence from the emitter con-

tribution. We use time-gating for the cases where the emitter has

a relatively low absorption cross section (single atomic defects, see

chapter 4) or its emission is depleted (see chapter 5).
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In the emitter photon statistics configuration, we use a Hanbury-

Brown-Twiss setup to determine the second-order photon autocor-

relation. We connect the two APDs directly to the TCSPC module

and use it in histogramming mode in order to get the number of

coincidences between the detectors, performing antibunching mea-

surements. In this case one APD provides the start and the other

the stop signal.
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Figure 2.11: Near-field lifetime imaging. Photons histograms
extracted from a typical near-field lifetime image. The black plot is the
instrument response function (IRF), that is of 45 psec. The green and
red plots represent the photons histograms of respectively an uncoupled
and coupled hexagonal boron nitride SPE to the nanoantenna probe.
The yellow area represents the time domain considered for the linear
fit (photon time-gating), with the rejection of the photons emitted in
the first 2 ns from the excitation laser pulse. The coupling with the
nanoantenna results a lifetime shortening. The lifetime can be mapped
scanning an area, providing a lifetime image, as sketched in the sketch
at up-right corner.

The start stop measurement is accurate for emitters that have

a lifetime that is short compared to the time between subsequent

laser pulses (∼12 ns). Additionally it is important that the laser

pulse duration (∼40 ps) is short enough in order not to have re-

pump of the emitter during a single laser pulse. With a cross-
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correlation analysis of the data we can retrieve the second-order

cross-correlation function, that gives a quantitative information of

the SPE purity of emission, in this framework the capability to emit

only one photon at a time.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter the main technical aspects of the thesis have been

discussed, starting with a detailed review of the antenna-emitter

state-of-the-art coupling strategies and describing the computa-

tional and experimental techniques that have been adopted. In the

following chapters are described the applications of such strategies

to the development of original high resolution near-field probes, the

study of novel SPEs and the implementation of novel high resolu-

tion imaging approaches based on controlled local field depletion.
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Chapter 3

Tilted dipolar antenna probes for

high resolution imaging

In this chapter are discussed the achievements in the implementa-

tion of the novel concept of tilted dipolar antenna probes for high

resolution NSOM applications. The goal is to overcome the limit

of state-of-the-art high resolution imaging of flat dipolar antenna

probes. Two different types of tilted probes are described, dis-

cussing their implementation, the design, the nanofabrication and

the optical test with molecular beads. First It is shown that a 30°

tilted dipolar antenna (TDA) preserves its resonance, while it pro-

vides a single sub-wavelength hotspot interacting with the emitters

instead of two. The TDA probes provide better topography maps

than the state-of-the-art flat dipolar antennas. As second develop-

ment it is presented the case of a 30° tilted antenna with a special

metal-glass interface at the apex (MGTDA), that provides addi-

tional light confinement due to refractive index discontinuity. The

conclusion is that the optical resolutions of the two types of probes

are comparable and both provide a single hotspot per excitation

point.

Manuscript in preparation.
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3.1 Introduction

In the last decades near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM)

has been successfully employed as advanced experimental technique

for the manipulation and imaging of SPEs [42, 75, 76]. Using

nanoantennas as near-field probes [29], or attaching a SPE at the

probe apex [77], relevant work has been presented, controlling the

optical properties of SPEs and localizing them with a precision 10-

20x better than the size of the optical wavelength. Nevertheless,

among the two approaches, the incorporation of the emitter at the

probe presents a weakness, since the SPE tends to bleach, hence

has a limited photon budget that intrinsically limits the life of the

probe [77, 78].

On the other hand, the fabrication of the probe as a metallic

nanoantenna virtually provides a tool with unlimited life, mainly

defined by its mechanical stability and the operation conditions [27,

29]. This approach can be differentiated into two types of imple-

mentation: illumination of the probe and of the emitter embedded

in the sample is provided through the near-field tip itself [26] or

from the far-field by the microscope objective [63]. Both the ap-

proaches present advantages and drawbacks. While the top illu-

mination is a background free technique that provides high resolu-

tion imaging, it also suffers from very low throughput, due to very

low light transmission in tapered fibers and subwavelength aper-

tures [28, 79]. Conversely, the far-field illumination doesn’t suffer

from low throughput, since the illumination and collection are pro-

vided by the microscope objective. Indeed, the price to pay is given

by the background due to diffraction limited size excitation beam,

hence in this case the interference effect between incoming and scat-

tered field has to be taken into account. Nevertheless, the strong

field enhancement due to the light confinement in close proximity

of the antenna ensures that the intensity of the light emitted at
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the hotspots is considerably stronger than the background due to

far-field illumination [29].

In far-field excited near-field microscopy, the illumination of the

probe can be obtained with different polarization conditions of the

excitation beams. Radial polarization, characterized by a strong

z component of the electric field, is ideal for light confinement at

the apexes of vertically oriented sharp tips [50, 63]. Unfortunately,

the generation of radially polarized light is not straightforward as

in-plane polarization with strong x-y component electric field. Fur-

thermore, robust vertically oriented tips are typically non-resonant.

Conversely, the use of dipolar probes doesn’t require any specific

illumination polarization, in fact they can be employed with normal

in-plane polarization beams. At the state-of-the-art, relevant work

has been produced using flat dipolar antennas as near-field probes,

for high resolution and enhanced single molecule microscopy, as

well as studying antennas as cavities coupled to SPEs [19, 29]. Un-

fortunately, the potential of these near-field probes is limited by

the presence of the two bright hotspots. Indeed, they provide two

strongly enhanced fluorescence spots per emitter, limiting the ca-

pability to discriminate single emitters, especially in highly densely

packed systems [29]. At the same time, the relatively big (∼100-200

nm) contact area of the flat probes limits the topographical resolu-

tion as well as the possibility to scan the tip very close to the sample

surface, where the SPEs are embedded. Finally, a small antenna-

emitter distance is particularly relevant for the exploration of novel

physical regimes like strong coupling, where a total emitter-antenna

distance <5 nm is required [19, 80].

In order to overcome these limitations, while keeping the res-

onant enhancement of antennas, we developed two types of tilted

resonant probes. In the first case we tilted the well known flat

dipolar antennas by a given angle (TDA), in the second case we ex-

ploited the sharp metal-glass transition at the interface (MGTDA)

between the two materials in order to provide an additional light
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confinement. For both the types of near-field probes, we initially

engineered their optical properties, studying the optimal antenna

tilt in order to obtain a resonant object providing a single hotspot

per emitter. It turned out that, for antennas operating in the vis-

ible range, the optimal tilt is ∼30°. Next we developed a robust

and reliable nanofabrication procedure for the realization of tilted

antenna tips. Finally, we tested their optical properties, verifying

their superior performances compared to the state-of-the-art flat

dipole antenna probes.

3.2 Design and fabrication of TDA probes

The design of tilted dipole antenna probes requires the careful engi-

neering of their optical properties. Figure 3.1a represents the con-

cept of a tilted dipolar probe. Instead of scanning a flat antenna in

close proximity to the sample surface, the aluminum antenna, of a

lateral size of 50 nm and a length of 180 nm in this case, is tilted by

a given angle with respect to the X direction. The shear-force feed-

back guarantees a constant z distance between the lowest part of

the probe and the surface (section 2.5). Figure 3.1b shows a FDTD

vertical map of the total field intensity across the probe, excited

with linear polarization at 670 nm wavelength. The antenna can

provide hundreds-times electric field enhancement, when excited

resonantly. We define the enhancement Enh of the total field inten-

sity as follows: Enh = Itot/I inc, where Itot is the maximum intensity

recorded at the hotspot and Iinc is the laser incoming intensity. Fig-

ure 3.1b also shows how the volume with main field enhancement

(hotspots) are located at the two edges of the antenna, as in the

case of a flat dipolar probe [29]. The main difference is given by

the fact that now the hotspots are located at different Z heights.

In fact, while the lowest edge of the antenna is scanned very close

to the surface, the other one is at ∼80 nm z distance from it for an

antenna of 180 nm length. Due to the fact that antenna near-field
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decays exponentially in Z direction, a few tenths of nanometers be-

low the metal there is effectively no field enhancement at the surface

anymore. In other words, the tilt guarantees that only the lowest

hotspot interacts with the emitters on the surface.
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Figure 3.1: FDTD optical characterization of a 30° tilted dipo-
lar nanoantenna probe. (a) sketch of a 30° tilted dipolar nanoantenna
near-field probe with a lateral size of 50 nm and a length of 180 nm. (b)
Calculated total field intensity map of the probe presented in (a), ex-
cited with linear polarization at 670 nm wavelength. (c) Dependence
with respect to antenna angular tilt of the total field intensity enhance-
ment calculated in the antenna hotspot 15 nm below the probe, and of
the ratio between left hotspot (HSL) and right hotspot (HSR) intensities
with respect to antenna angular tilt. (d,e) Dependences of respectively
the resonance and the total field intensity enhancement with respect to
antenna length. In e) are reported with the respective colors the res-
onance wavelengths for some specific antenna lengths to show that the
enhancements correspond to different wavelengths.

On the other hand, tilting the antenna by 30° out of the horizon-

tal plane, makes less efficient its excitation using an in-plane polar-

ization beam. Figure 3.1c shows two significant antenna properties

with respect to angular tilt. The first one is the enhancement (Enh,

red) as previously defined, the second is the ratio between the left
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(HSL) and right (HSR) hotspots intensities (blue), both quantities

recorded by horizontal monitors located 15 nm below the antenna.

According to the simulations, for a tilt <10° and >40° the ratio

between the two hotspots intensities is comparable. For tilt values

>30° the enhancement drops considerably due to low excitation ef-

ficiency and both HSL and HSR become negligible. Figure 3.1c

shows that, for antennas operating at ∼670 nm and of a length of

∼180 nm the optimal tilt is of 30° (green area), since it provides

still ∼75% of the flat probe enhancement, but only one hotspot in-

teracting with emitters. Besides these properties, the tilted probe

preserves the resonant behaviour typical of a flat dipolar antenna.

Figure 3.1d shows how the 30° TDA probe has a dipolar resonance

that red-shifts increasing its length, a probe of 180 nm length is

resonant at 670 nm. Also Figure 3.1e shows how the enhancement

increases in the visible and near-infrared regimes with the increase

of antenna length, mainly because the absorption cross section of

the probe increases. In Figure 3.1e the colored numbers indicate

how the reported enhancements correspond to resonances at differ-

ent colors (wavelength) of the light.

Even though conceptually the TDA probe only presents a slight

change compared to the flat antenna tip, its realization requires

the development of a novel, ad hoc nanofabrication procedure. The

main core of the fabrication is based on the process already dis-

cussed in section 2.3, but in this case the additional degree of

freedom of the 3D antenna orientation has to be controlled. In

Figure 3.2 are described the nanofabrication steps involved in the

realization of the tilted probes. The antenna support is obtained

by heat-pulling of a piece of optical fiber, that has a typical size

at the end of ∼100 nm, as depicted in the SEM image in Fig-

ure 3.2a. The green rectangles in Figure 3.2a, d, e, represent the

areas etched by Gallium focused ion beam (FIB) technology, the

arrow the etching direction. These steps provide the base for the

antenna fabrication, defining the final orientation of the probe, as
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reported in Figure 3.2b. In Figure 3.2c is presented the probe after

the metal deposition by thermal evaporation, 3 nm of titanium as

adhesion layer and 50 nm of aluminum. At this stage the tilted

antenna has to be sculpted by Ga FIB milling. The main difficulty

is given by the fact that the fabrication area is not perpendicular

to the Ga beam, but tilted by 30°.
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Figure 3.2: Fabrication steps of a 30° tilted dipolar antenna
probe. (a) SEM image of a tapered end optical fiber, obtained by heat-
pulling, cut by Ga FIB with a 30° tilted rectangular etching profile.
The green rectangle and the arrow represent the milled area with its
respective etching direction. (b) SEM image of the resulting glass fiber
after the Ga FIB cut, showing a 30° tilted surface of a diameter of ∼400
nm. (c) SEM image showing the cut fiber after thermal deposition of 3
and 50 nm layers of titanium and aluminum respectively. (d) Ga FIB
top view of an aluminum coated fiber as presented in (c) with etching
steps depicted. The last step of fabrication provides a slice of metal with
a lateral size of 50 nm laying on glass, defining the final lateral size of
the probe. (e) Ga FIB lateral view of the result obtained in (d) step.
The two lateral cuts represented by the green rectangles define the final
length of the antenna. (f) SEM lateral view of a 30° tilted nanoantenna
probe of lateral size of 50 nm and length of 180 nm.
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The tilt constitutes potentially a serious problem, since working

on a tilted surface introduces problems of beam astigmatism and

divergence. In fact the nominal lateral size of the Ga FIB of ∼7

nm is referred to perfectly focused conditions on a flat surface,

perpendicular to the Ga ion beam. To overcome such limitation,

we fabricate the antenna in two steps. Figure 3.2d is a Ga FIB

top-view image of the probe at the stage relative to Figure 3.2c.

The two green rectangles represent the etched areas, located at a

distance of ∼50 nm. This cut happens to be on a tilted surface.

Nevertheless, as reported in the Ga FIB image of Figure 3.2e, it

results in the fabrication of an homogeneous 50 mn thick aluminum

slice. At this stage the additional lateral cuts shown in Figure 3.2e

define the final length of the antenna. Figure 3.2f shows an SEM

image of a 30° tilted dipolar antenna of a lateral size of 50 nm

and a length of 180 nm, supported on a glass socket of a length

of a few hundreds of nanometers. The glass socket has the double

purpose of supporting the antenna and decoupling it optically and

electrically from the rest of the probe, providing a stand-alone single

nanoantenna probe.

3.3 Optical characterization of TDA probes

The TDA probe shown in Figure 3.2f is expected to provide a single

bright spot of 50 nm lateral size with an excitation enhancement of

at least a factor of ∼5x if excited with linear polarization, as shown

in the FDTD total field intensity map located 15 nm below the

antenna of Figure 3.3a. In the map is also shown the presence of a

single hotspot, confirming that the probe only interacts at a single

point. In order to test the optical properties we employ molecular

beads of ∼20 nm size (section 2.4). Figure 3.3b is a probe scan over

a continuously illuminated single molecular bead (section 2.5).
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Figure 3.3: Nanoimaging of single molecular beads with a 30°

tilted dipolar nanoantenna probe. (a) Total field intensity horizon-
tal map located at a distance of 15 nm below the probe, calculated by
FDTD at 670 nm wavelength with linear polarization. (b) Near-field
probe scan on a single molecular bead. The probe provides a single
hotspot of 45 nm (fwhm), with a fluorescence enhancement of a factor
or 4x. (c) Sample scan of single molecular beads using a 30° tilted dipo-
lar antenna. (d) Zoom of a single bead scanned in (c), showing again a
single 45 nm fluorescence spot per bead. (e) Zoom of a detail in (c) with
two very close beads. The profile shown in (f) reveals that the distance
between the beads is of 50 nm. Excitation at 650 nm wavelength.
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A single bright spot of 45 nm size (fwhm) is detected, with

a fluorescence enhancement of ∼4x, in good agreement with the

simulations. Furthermore, the tilted probe can be used for high

resolution microscopy of molecular systems. Figure 3.3c shows a

fluorescence image obtained by scanning the sample, keeping the

probe continuously illuminated (section 2.5). Again, as shown in

the zoom in Figure 3.3d, the probe provides a single, enhanced,

sub-wavelength bright spot per bead, of 45 nm size. Compared to

state-of-the-art near-field images obtained by flat dipolar antenna

probes [19, 27, 29], the presence of a single spot per emitter provides

a better resolution and emitter discrimination while preserving the

enhancement, as proven by the zoom in Figure 3.3e. In this image

are depicted two molecular beads at the sub-wavelength distance of

∼50 nm, as reported in the Figure 3.3f profile. The spatial extent

of the two spots is big enough to ensure that it is not a single bead.

The reason why one bead has a lower intensity than the other is

that probably they are embedded at different depth in the polymer,

hence in one case (brighter) the antenna can approach the emitter

better than the other (darker).

An additional advantage of the tilted dipolar probe is given by

the relatively small contact area. Indeed, in this case only the

lowest part of the antenna is interacting with the sample. As an

important advantage, the 30° titled antenna probes provide better

topographical characterization of the sample than the flat ones.

In Figure 3.4a, b are reported respectively a fluorescence and a

topography image of molecular beads. We decided to use molecular

beads in order to have isotropic absorber and emitters, since they

are made of hundreds of molecules randomly oriented in order to

test the total intensity of field of the antenna hotspot. Since in this

specific case the beads were emerging a few nanometers out of the

flat polymeric layer, thanks to the low contact area of the probe, it

is possible to correlate the fluorescence emitted by each molecular

bead with its physical position with high resolution.
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Figure 3.4: High resolution optical and topographical images
with 30° tilted dipolar nanoantenna probe. (a) Near-field optical
image providing the emitters position with a 45 nm fwhm single spot
per emitter. (b) Topographical image, with high precision information
about the physical position of the emitters, thanks to the small contact
area of the probe. The beads are emerging from the flat thin polymeric
layer of a few nanometers. The brightest spots are the ones that emerge
the most outside of polymeric layer, since they are more accessible to
the probe. Excitation at 650 nm wavelength.

The widths of the fluorescence spot provided by the tilted probe

are the result of the convolution between the antenna hotspot and

physical size of the ∼20 nm molecular beads. Considering that our

detected single spot fwhm is comparable to the expected value, we

conclude that the bead size is negligible with respect to antenna

bright spot lateral size. The width of the spots presented in the to-

pography map of Figure 3.4b are the result of convolution between

the antenna part that interacts with the sample and the physical

size of the molecular beads. The comparison of the topography

and fluorescence images shows that the beads that are emerging

the most out of the polymeric layer (Figure 3.4b) exhibit a higher

fluorescence intensity (Figure 3.4a). This is due to the fact that

the first ones are more accessible to the probe than the others and

therefore experience a higher excitation enhancement.
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3.4 Optical resolution limit of TDA probe

Considering the promising optical performances of TDA probes, we

asked ourselves what is the theoretical limit of their light confine-

ment capability. Advanced nanofabrication technologies based on

He FIB microscopy allow the sculpting of highly precise nanostruc-

tures, with a control of a few nanometers [67]. Inspired by novel

scenarios provided by this technology, we calculated the optical

properties of 30° TDAs similar to the one presented in Figure 3.2f

resonant at 670 nm wavelength, with an additional sharp element

(needle) or thin cut groove at the bottom, as depicted in Figure 3.5a

and Figure 3.6a. In both cases the probe is located at ∼10 nm dis-

tance from a glass substrate and it benefits from a strong plasmonic

resonance (not significantly influenced by such small modifications)

and supports the tiny metallic protrusion where an extreme level

of light confinement occurs.

We studied two cases of TDAs with sharp needles at the bottom,

one with cylindrical shape and a radius of curvature of 5 nm at the

bottom and one with conical shape and a radius of curvature of 0.5

nm at the bottom, both needles extend for 10 nm under antenna.

The total field intensity maps presented in Figure 3.5a insets, show

a very high level of field enhancement and confinement in the prox-

imity of the metallic needles. The total intensity enhancement is

particularly sensitive with respect to z distance below the probe, as

shown in left part of Figure 3.5b. The maxima excitation intensity

enhancement for the two types of needles of 5 and 0.5 nm radii

of curvatures are close to 500x and 1400x respectively in contact

with the metal. They progressively decreases at higher z distances

(dz), but remain in the order of a few tens of times enhancement

for dz < 10 nm. Regarding the light confinement capability of the

probe, we report in the graph in Figure 3.5b (right) the fwhm of the

hotspot with respect to z distance. The minima fwhm are of ∼3 and

∼1.5 nm, with the antenna needles in contact. The rapid decrease
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of field enhancements and increase of fwhm with the z distance is

due to the strong field gradient and divergence around the needles,

a direct consequence of very high light confinement. Indeed the

sharpest needle provides a higher level of light confinement, and for

this reason both enhancement and fwhm respectively decrease and

increase with z distance faster than the other case.
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Figure 3.5: Optical resolution FDTD study of very sharp 30°

TDA probes. (a) Sketch of a 30° TDA probe, with a sharp lowest
part (needle). The needle is positioned at a distance of 10 nm from
the glass substrate. Zoomed insets are total field intensity maps around
needles of 5 (left) and 0.5 (right) nm radii of curvature. (b) Graph on
the left shows dependence of the total near-field intensity enhancement
calculated below the needles, with respect to antenna z distance. (b)
Graph on the right shows dependence of the full-width half-maximum
(fwhm) of the needles hotspot, for the total near-field intensity, with
respect to the z distance from the antenna. The probe is located in air.
Excitation at 660 nm wavelength, with linear polarization. The initial
radius of curvature of the TDA lowest edge is of 25 nm.
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If on the one hand the presence of such small needles at the bot-

tom of a TDA probe provides higher levels of light confinement and

intensity enhancement, on the other one it requires a very high level

of nanofabrication and operation skills, given the high mechanical

fragility of such small suspended objects.

In order to overcome such fabrication limitations we studied an-

other type of TDA with a sharp cut at the bottom of 5 nm size in X

direction and 10 nm in Z direction, as shown in Figure 3.6a sketch.

In this case the fabrication only requires a single cut located in an-

tenna lowest part. Additionally, the lack of small parts suspended

at the bottom of the probe makes it much more robust than the

previously discussed cases with needles. Nevertheless, the total field

intensity map presented in Figure 3.6a inset shows a relatively high

level of field enhancement and confinement in the proximity of the

cut metallic part. Such enhancement is due to a combination of

antenna resonance and proximity effect of the metal, more than an

effective gap mode. In the specific case, the field enhancement in

proximity to the two cut metallic edges is not symmetrical, but the

majority of the enhancement corresponds to the right edge, closer

to antenna end. In fact below antenna we find two close high inten-

sity spots of which the right one is 50% more intense than the other.

In the following discussion we considered the hotspot fwhm in x-

direction as the one of the more intense spot located under right

edge of small cut. The total field intensity enhancement is still sen-

sitive with respect to z distance below the probe, as shown in left

part of Figure 3.6b. The maximum excitation intensity enhance-

ment for such system is close to 200x in contact with the metal. The

enhancement decreases progressively for higher z distances (dz), but

remains in the order of a few tens of times enhancement for dz <

10 nm, with actually higher enhancement values than needle cases

for 5 nm < dz < 10 nm, the typical probe-sample operating z dis-

tance. We report in the graph in Figure 3.6b (right) the fwhm in

x-direction of the hotspot with respect to z distance. The minimum
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fwhm is of ∼2 nm, with antenna in contact, while in the range of 5

nm < dz < 10 nm this configuration performs slightly worse than

the needle cases described above, since it only provides confinement

in X direction.
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Figure 3.6: Optical resolution FDTD study of a 30° TDA with a
thin cut at the bottom. (a) Sketch of a 30° TDA probe, with a sharp
cut at lowest part. It is positioned at a distance of 10 nm from the glass
substrate. Zoomed inset is total field intensity map around 5 nm width
cut in X direction. (b) Graph on the left shows dependence of the total
near-field intensity enhancement calculated below the sharp cut, with
respect to antenna z distance. (b) Graph on the right shows dependence
of the full-width half-maximum (fwhm) of the hotspot under antenna,
for the total near-field intensity, with respect to the z distance from
antenna. The probe is located in air. Excitation at 660 nm wavelength,
with linear polarization. The initial radius of curvature of the TDA
lowest edge is of 25 nm.

To summarize, our considerations imply that when increasing

the level of light confinement and field enhancement on TDA probes
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as discusses above, the emitter-tip distance becomes more and more

crucial in such systems. In fact, the last one is a key point in

NSOM technique. The probe-surface distance is ultimately lim-

ited by the shear-force feedback loop operation that controls the

antenna-surface z distance (section 2.5). The other critical aspect

is relative to the depth at which the emitter is embedded in the

sample matrix. The optical stability of SPEs is normally strongly

dependent on the thickness of such protective layers [69, 81, 82]. A

novel class of SPEs is represented by the ones located in so called

2D materials [12, 83], that are in principle promising due to their

stability and accessibility. According to our calculations, consid-

ering such emitters in 2D materials, operating the NSOM with a

minimal force feedback distance and using the tip with a 0.5 nm ra-

dius of curvature protrusion would provide an extreme level of light

confinement, with a single spot of 1.5 nm fwhm and three orders of

magnitude excitation intensity enhancement.

3.5 Design and fabrication of MGTDA probe

Apart from sharp tips and gap, an alternative light confinement is

offered by the sharp transition at the interface between different

materials, due to abrupt discontinuities of refractive indices. The

field intensity map of a 30° tilted antenna in Figure 3.1b shows the

presence of two hotspots located at different heights. A close look

to the hotspots reveals a strong field confinement at the metal-glass

interface, even stronger than the enhancement at the surface. In a

TDA probe, this discontinuity is located on the probe side, where

the metal-glass transitions are located, making it inaccessible to

emitters.

In order exploit light confinement due to sharp metal-glass tran-

sition, we developed a so-called metal-glass interface 30° tilted probe

(MGTDA), as represented in Figure 3.7a. Such a probe exhibits the

same angular tilt as the TDA, with an additional sharp metal-glass
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transition area located at its apex, accessible to SPEs embedded

in the sample. According to the FDTD total field intensity map

shown in Figure 3.7b, the antenna still exhibits two hotspots, and

only one is close enough to the surface to interact with it. The

simulation in Figure 3.7b also shows how the lowest hotspot is ex-

actly located at the sharp glass-metal interface, as expected. The

Figure 3.7c is an horizontal map of the total field intensity located

15 nm below the probe. It shows the presence of a single sharp

hotspot of 50 nm lateral size and a total intensity enhancement

of ∼10x. One of the main differences to the TDA, is that in the

case of MGTDA the lowest antenna edge has a sharper triangular

shape, as shown in Figure 3.7a, b. Nevertheless, MGTDA probe

still exhibits a resonant behaviour, mainly dependent on its length,

as reported in Figure 3.7d. This is due to the fact that for the probe

resonance the sharp part of the antenna is negligible compared to

the rest of the structure. The total field intensity enhancement

is also correlated to antenna length, as described in Figure 3.7e.

Figure 3.7e shows how in the visible and near-infrared the size in-

crease determines an increase in absorption cross section, hence a

higher enhancement. The colored numbers in Figure 3.7e repre-

senting the resonance wavelengths corresponding to some specific

antenna lengths show the progressive resonance red-shift with an-

tenna length increase. Furthermore, increasing the MGTDA probe

length means decreasing the effect of this sharp part compared to

the rest of the structure.
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Figure 3.7: Optical properties of a metal-glass interface 30°

tilted dipolar antenna probe, FDTD calculations. (a) Sketch of
a 30° tilted dipolar antenna, with a sharp metal-glass transition located
at the apex. (b) Total near-field intensity map of the probe at 670
nm wavelength,excited with linear polarization. (c) Total field intensity
map calculated 15 nm below the antenna, at same wavelength. The
antenna is represented by the white dotted line. (d) Dependence of
antenna resonance with respect to its length. (e) Dependence of total
field intensity enhancement with respect to antenna length. In e) are
reported with the respective colors the resonance wavelengths for some
specific antenna lengths to show that the enhancements correspond to
different wavelengths.

Conversely, particularly short antennas are strongly affected by

the sharp metallic part. In conclusion, according to the calcula-

tions presented in Figure 3.7, the use of a metal-glass sharp inter-

face doesn’t affect the level of light confinement, but increases the

total intensity enhancement by a factor of ∼2x with respect to the

previously discussed TDA.

The realization of a MGTDA probe requires a novel, ad hoc

nanofabrication procedure. The first three steps of nanofabrica-

tion, dedicated to the preparation of the 30° tilted glass support
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coated with metal are the same as already discussed in Figure 3.2a-

c. Figure 3.8 shows the Ga FIB fabrication processes required for

the realization of a MGTDA probe. To obtain such sharp materials

transition, a probe is etched from the side as shown in Figure 3.8a.
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Figure 3.8: Nanofabrication procedures for the metal-glass in-
terface 30° tilted dipolar antenna probe. (a) SEM lateral view
of a 30° tilted cut fiber, aluminum coated, as presented in Figure 3.2c.
The green rectangle represents the etching area, performed by Ga FIB.
(b) SEM image of lateral view, showing the result of the etching step
depicted in (a). (c) Sketch of (b) top view, with the next etching step.
Two rectangular areas are milled from top, leaving a metal-glass slice of
a lateral size of 50 nm, as shown in (d). (d) SEM image of lateral view
of the structure obtained after (c). The milling of two rectangular areas
defines the final length of the antenna probe. (e) SEM image of lateral
view of the final result obtained, a 30° tilted dipolar nanoantenna, with
a length of 160 nm and a lateral size of 50 nm. It provides a sharp
metal-glass transition at the apex.

The result of such step is shown in Figure 3.8b. At this stage at

the bottom of the probe we have a metal-glass transition, the next

steps define the antenna structure. In Figure 3.8c a sketch shows

with a bottom view the state of the probe at this stage, while the
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two green rectangles, located at ∼50 nm distance, represent the

subsequent etching steps. The result of this material milling is

shown in Figure 3.8d. What is obtained is a structure similar to

the one presented in Figure 3.2e, however this time at its bottom

both metal and glass are exposed. The last step of nanofabrication

is depicted in Figure 3.8d. With the lateral etching of two rectan-

gular areas the length, hence the resonance, of the probe is set. The

result of the full process is shown in Figure 3.8e. A single nanoan-

tenna of 50 nm lateral size and 160 nm in length, tilted of 30° is

positioned at the apex of a glass support. At the lowest part of the

probe is the sharp metal-glass transition area, where, according to

our calculations, the majority of the electric field enhancement is

concentrated.

3.6 Optical characterization of MGTDA probe

We tested the optical properties of the MGTDA probe again us-

ing ∼20 nm size molecular beads (section 2.4). Figure 3.9a is a

fluorescence image of a single beads sample obtained with a metal-

glass 30° tilted probe. It shows the presence of confocal spots of a

typical size of ∼300 nm with single, sharp and bright spots super-

imposed. The zoom in Figure 3.9b shows a single bead fluorescence

spot, with a high resolution sharp peak of 50 nm fwhm, enhanced

by ∼3.5x. Compared to the expected excitation enhancement of

∼10x, described in Figure 3.7c, we obtain experimentally a value

that is ∼3x lower. The zoom presented in Figure 3.9c explains such

unexpected performance: the lowest part of the probe is indeed not

perfectly flat.
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Figure 3.9: Optical characterization of a metal-glass interface
30° tilted dipolar antenna probe, with single molecular beads.
(a) Nanoimaging of single molecular beads by means of a metal-glass
interface 30° tilted dipolar antenna probe, showing a typical confocal
spot with the presence of a sharp enhanced peak due to the interaction
with the probe. (b) Zoom of a molecular bead in (a). It shows a single
bright spot per molecular bead of a size of 50 nm and an enhancement of
∼3.5x. (c) SEM image of lateral view of the tip shown in Figure 3.8e: due
to the different metal and glass Ga FIB etching rates, the metallic part
of the antenna extends in Z ∼8 nm more than the glass part. Excitation
at 650 nm wavelength, with linear polarization.

The nanofabrication step depicted in Figure 3.8a is the Ga FIB

cut that defines the metal-glass interface lateral profile, the one

that interacts with the emitters. Figure 3.9c shows how, due to

different etching rates of glass and aluminum, at the apex of the

probe the metallic part is longer than the glass part by ∼8 nm. This

difference constitutes a physical obstacle that prevents the probe

from efficiently approaching the surface of the sample where the

emitter is embedded. The additional z distance between materials

interface and sample surface limits the excitation enhancement of

the emitter, preventing the full exploitation of the probe potential

in terms of light confinement.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented our implementation of the novel con-

cept of titled dipolar antenna probes for NSOM applications. The
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novelty of the 30° tilted dipolar probe is that, while keeping the

dipole rod resonance, only one of the hotspots is close enough to

the surface to interact with emitters. We focused on two different

systems, TDA and MGTDA, with an additional sharp metal-glass

interface for further light confinement.

We designed the optical properties of TDA probe by FDTD sim-

ulations. We found that, for both TDA and MGTDA aluminum

antennas of 180-160 nm length, corresponding to a plasmonic res-

onance at 670 nm wavelength, the optimal tilt of the antenna is

∼30°. Such resonance can be engineered through antenna length

control. We noticed how the systems are both resonant despite be-

ing tilted, the metallic lowest part of the MGTDA is very sharp at

the materials interface. In the case of the MGTDA, the majority

of the field enhancement is concentrated at the glass-metal inter-

face. We have chosen aluminum for the fabrication of our probes

because of its strong plasmonic activity and its mechanical stabil-

ity and high resistance to oxidation compared to other metals like

silver. Furthermore, due to its limited skin depth aluminum allows

the realization of extremely small metallic protrusions that would

otherwise be transparent to visible light if made of gold.

We developed a nanofabrication procedure that allowed us to

have the full control on the shape, size and 3D orientation of both

the types of antennas. Then we tested the probes optical perfor-

mances using single molecular beads of ∼20 nm size. The mea-

surements reveled that the TDA is providing a single hotspot of 45

nm fwhm and an average fluorescence enhancement of 4x, in good

agreement with the calculations. Furthermore, due to small contact

area of the 30° tilted antenna, it provides better quality topograph-

ical images than the flat ones. In the case of the MGTDA the probe

provided a single hotspot of 50 nm fwhm. Nevertheless, due to fab-

rication limitations, the probe was not perfectly flat at its apex, and

this limited the fluorescence enhancement at ∼3.5x, instead of the

10x excitation enhancement expected. We believe that, making use
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of helium FIB technology, given the smaller etching rate compared

to Ga FIB one, it might be possible to overcome the problem of

non accessibility of the hotspot for the MGTDA. We noticed how

both the probes have a superior optical and topographical resolu-

tion compared to state-of-the-art flat dipolar antennas, especially

in densely packed SPEs systems.

Compared to a vertically oriented monopole or dipole antenna

excited by radial polarization, our intermediate 30° tilted dipolar

probe excited by in-plane polarization is mechanical more stable

and robust. In fact our nanoantenna is located on a glass socket

and extents only 50 nm in z direction. A metallic vertical monopole

or dipole antenna would be sticking out of the glass support at the

bottom of the probe for 100-200 nm in order to be resonant in the

visible. Such long suspended metallic protrusion would be quite

fragile and limit the probe lifetime.

We provided a theoretical study on the optical resolution limits

of very sharp TDA probes, achievable by state-of-the-art nanofab-

rication techniques. We considered two configurations, locating at

antenna bottom a very small metallic part (5 nm and 0.5 nm radii

of curvature) or a small single cut (5 nm width) on an antenna edges

with an initial radius of curvature of 25 nm. Our FDTD study on

a TDA with a sharp needle at the bottom reported extremely high

level of maxima field intensity enhancement (∼500-1400x) and light

confinement (∼3-1.5 nm), depending on their radii of curvature. At

the same time a strong dependence on the antenna-emitter z dis-

tance has been found. In the case of a TDA with a sharp single

cut at its bottom, we report on smaller values of field intensity

enhancement (∼200x) compared to needle cases, but a less strong

dependence on z distance. In contact such system still provides

confinement down to ∼2 nm in x-direction.

In perspective we expect that, making use of such advanced

strategies of extreme light confinement it will be possible to push
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further the fundamental limits of light confinement and field en-

hancement.
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Chapter 4

Nanoantenna Imaging and

Control of hBN Defects

This chapter describes the high-resolution imaging of hexagonal

boron nitride (hBN) photon emitting defect centers by means of a

dipolar nanoantenna. The chapter starts with the introduction of

the potential of such novel single-photon emitters for the realiza-

tion of future ultra-stable single-photon sources, and the descrip-

tion of their optical properties. Then, the challenge of antenna-hBN

emitter coupling is introduced. Photon time-gating is employed to

discriminate the hBN-defect emission from the antenna lumines-

cence. Subsequently, the experimental results are presented, em-

ploying both the dipolar antenna, in a resonant configuration and

of a tilted dipolar probe, in out-of-resonance configuration. Sur-

prisingly, we obtain high-resolution imaging of the emitters show-

ing photon emission reduction. A theoretical model is presented

that explains the antenna-emitter coupling both in excitation and

emission. Finally, the theoretical limits of the near-field antenna

coupling with hBN defects are exposed, and a novel configuration

is proposed that provides one order of magnitude photon emission

enhancement.

This work has been partially published in Nicola Palombo Blascetta, Matz
Liebel, Xiaobo Lu, Takashi Taniguchi, Kenji Watanabe, Dmitri K. Efetov,
and Niek F. van Hulst, ¨Nanoscale Imaging and Control of Hexagonal Boron
Nitride Single Photon Emitters by a Resonant Nanoantenna¨, in: Nano Letters
20 (2020) pp 1992-1999.
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4.1 Introduction

Bright and stable single-photon sources are highly requested for

emerging quantum technologies, such as quantum computing [84]

or encryption schemes [85], where non-classical light sources are

required, to provide on-demand indistinguishable photons, one at

a time. To this end, quantum dots (QD) [86], organic molecules

in crystalline matrices [6, 87], diamond nitrogen and silicon va-

cancy centers [88, 89], and 2D transition metal dichalcogenides

(TMDC) [83] are all actively explored. Recent progress in efficient

coupling of single molecules [87], NV centers [90] or QDs [91] to

waveguides is paving the way to top-down fabricated single-photon

sources on-chip, which ultimately might lead to the production of

integrated quantum systems. In fact technologies like quantum

cryptography [85] require on demand, bright sources of entangled

photons. Quantum computation [84] as well might profit from the

use of controlled high-purity and indistinguishable single photons

sources since photons are well suited for the encoding and trans-

portation of quantum information. To obtain a SPE configura-

tion able to meet the high standards and performances required for

quantum technologies is not expected to be an easy task. Never-

theless recent results involving QDs have been quite encouraging

demonstrating MHz counts of entangled and indistinguishable pho-

tons [92], paving the way to the use of SPEs for quantum applica-

tions.

However, the applications of single photon emitters face intrin-

sic limits. The achievable brightness is limited by the lumines-

cence lifetime and intermediate dark states. At room temperature,

molecules tend to bleach, while both molecules and QDs tend to

blink. The blinking and bleaching can be alleviated by embedding

the molecules in a suitable crystalline matrix [69], or encapsulat-

ing the QDs in an engineered higher bandgap shell. Notably, the

brightness can be boosted by enhancing the radiative rate (reducing
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the lifetime) with an engineered plasmonic antenna at nanometer

distance [21, 44]. Unfortunately, the necessary thickness of the

protecting shell for photostability, such as the crystalline matrix

around molecules or the diamond surrounding the NV center, do

prevent the close proximity of plasmonic antennas.

Recently, the hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) atomic defect is at-

tracting major attention as an alternative promising candidate for

a high-performance single photon source [12, 93]. The hBN defects

are reported to be photo-stable, free of blinking and bleaching, even

at elevated operation temperatures as high as 800K [12, 45], even

though the emission of indistinguishable photons from such emit-

ters has not been demonstrated yet. Most importantly the emitter

is stable in a hBN monolayer, of only nanometer thickness, readily

accessible for local nanoscale control, for top-down fabrication and

potential on-chip implementations. Despite the key advantages of

photostability and accessibility, also the hBN-defect is still limited

in brightness as a single-photon source, due to its intrinsic lumi-

nescence lifetime of several nanoseconds. The atomically thin hBN

seems ideal for local enhancement by a plasmonic nanoantenna. To

this end, one needs to optimize the coupling between the hBN-

emitter and the nanoantenna by deterministic control of position,

distance, orientation and resonance. A few attempts have been re-

ported: Tran et al. relied on nanoantenna arrays [47] and Nguyen

et al. used atomic force microscopy to couple individual hBN-

defects to gold nanospheres [40]. Both studies reported a slight

decrease in radiative lifetime alongside a minor increase in absolute

photon emission rates, however in both cases the crucial emitter-

positioning accuracy, was a limiting factor [40, 47]. Additionally,

the experiments were performed in static systems, with fixed posi-

tions, complicating the systematic study of emitter-nanostructure

interactions.

Here we present, for the first time, a systematic spatially resolved
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study of the coupling of hBN-defect single photon emitters to res-

onant optical nanoantennas, with nanometric position-control and

optical resolution of 40 nm. By nanosecond time-gating we sepa-

rate the hBN-defect emission, to record lifetime interaction maps

and quantify the interaction strength between emitter and antenna.

Based on our findings we propose a nanoantenna-hBN-defect de-

sign, with an order of magnitude enhanced brightness, suitable for

on-chip top-down fabricated configuration.

4.2 hBN defects optical properties

First, we analyzed the general optical properties of hBN-defect

emitters (Figure 4.1). Thin hBN-flakes are exfoliated onto a quartz

substrate, according to optical microscope observations of the flake

optical contrast on quartz substrate their thickness is∼5 nm. These

pristine flakes show a relatively low defect-density of, on average,

less than one luminescent site per 50x50 µm [70], moreover mainly

located along the flakes’ edges. As these areas are generally not

well suited for antenna probe scanning, we opt for Argon plasma

etching, followed by high temperature annealing, to induce opti-

cally stable hBN defects across the entire flake [70]. A typical lu-

minescence image of a treated hBN flake, recorded with a 1.3 NA

confocal microscope (section 2.5), is shown in Figure 4.1a. We ob-

serve a near-constant luminescence background, of approximately

30 counts/ms, across the entire flake and diffraction-limited emis-

sion sites distributed over the entire flake, and pronounced emission

along the flake’s edges. While the former are mainly induced during

plasma etching, the latter are predominantly native defects. The

emission spectra of individual defects (Figure 4.1b) show large het-

erogeneity, covering a spectral range from 550 nm to 700 nm with

the mean emission wavelength for plasma-etching induced lumines-

cent sites centered around 620 nm (Figure 4.1c), in agreement with

previous [72, 94].
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Figure 4.1: Optical characterization of hBN defects.(a) Confocal
fluorescence image of an exfoliated hBN flake. The majority of the emit-
tersis located at the edges of the flake with few, oxygen-plasma induced,
defects being present on the flake itself. (b) Representative hBN-defect
emission spectra. (c) Histogram representation ofthe spectral emission
maxima of a total of ∼100 hBN defects. (d) Typical luminescence de-
cay (blue)alongside single-exponential fit (black, dashed) with a lifetime
of 3.5 ns. (e) Anti-bunching curve (blue) of the defect highlighted in
(a) alongside an exponential fit (black). (f) Representative fluorescence
excitation polarization dependence of three hBN emission sites with de-
grees of linear polarization (DOLP) of 0.1, 0.67 and 0.9, respectively.
The typical power used for the measurements is of 300 kW/cm2.

The photo-luminescence decay of individual defects shows a sin-

gle exponential decay of tau=3.5 ns (Figure 4.1d), in line with
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previously reported values of a few nanoseconds [12, 93]. To ver-

ify the single-photon-emitter nature of the hBN-defects, we record

the second-order autocorrelation function, or anti-bunching curve.

Here 5% of the measured hBN-defects does exhibit a dip below

0.5 at zero time delay, confirming single photon emission, while the

majority of the defects does not exhibit single photon emission char-

acter [70]. A typical anti-bunching curve is shown in Figure 4.1e,

exhibiting a g(2)(0) value of 0.4. This relatively high g(2)(0) value

is due to the fact that roughly 20% of the collected photons comes

from bulk emission of the hBN flake. Finally, we determine the

dipole orientation of the emission sites by recording the lumines-

cence response on the orientation of incident polarization (Fig-

ure 4.1f). The observed degree of polarization (DOP), computed as

(Imax-Imin)/(Imax+Imin), varies broadly from 0.1 to 0.9, without any

preferred orientation with respect to the hBN lattice [95]. The oc-

currence of near-isotropic excitation probabilities intuitively agrees

with the low fraction of single-photon emitting-defects, suggesting

the presence of multiple emitters inside a typical 300 nm confocal

spot of our microscope. The density of closely packed hBN de-

fects probably depends on the plasma etching conditions, used to

increase the number of emitters in the exfoliated hBN flakes (2.4).

4.3 The problem of hBN defects-antenna

coupling

Next, we turn to controlled nanoscale coupling of the hBN-defect

emitter to a nanoantenna. To this end, we employ a home-build

scanning probe microscope (section 2.5), which allows to scan a

nanofabricated antenna over a single photon emitter, at a constant

distance using shear-force distance control [29]. Figures 4.2a and

b show SEM images of the aluminum-nanoantennas probes em-

ployed in this study, fabricated onto the apex of a heat-pulled op-
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tical fiber by focused ion beam milling (2.3) [29, 44]. The length

of the 50x50nm cross-section Al antenna is chosen 160 nm to be

resonant with excitation or hBN emission. The probe has been en-

gineered taking into account the presence on the quartz surface of

a thin (∼5 nm) layer of hBN material, with a refractive index of

n=2.2 [96], following the simulation procedures explained in section

2.2.

The Al nanoantenna does show weak photon luminescence. There-

fore, we compared representative hBN-defect luminescence to the

antenna signal. Typically a fluence of 40 kW/cm2 is used, which is

one order of magnitude below the fluences typically used to excite

hBN-defects [12, 40], and prevents thermal damage of the nanoan-

tenna. Figures 4.2c and d show confocal luminescence images of an

isolated hBN-defect as well as the dipolar Al-nanoantenna, excited

with circular polarization, while the antenna is kept about 20 nm

from a clean quartz cover glass. Surprisingly, the weak antenna-

emission is still two times brighter than the hBN-defect, due to its

very small absorption cross section. In fact, the hBN emission is

very weak, which represents a considerable challenge for the an-

tenna coupling experiments, as the respective signals have to be

separated. An obvious solution would be to employ spectrally se-

lective detection; however the respective emission spectra exhibit

considerable overlap (Figure 4.2e). Moreover, the intrinsic hBN

emission-heterogeneity (Figure 4.2b, c) complicates spectral filter-

ing for enhancing the signal-contrast as different detection filters

would be necessary for each defect.

As an alternative to distinguish hBN and antenna, we employ

time-gating of the collected luminescence signal (section 2.5). A

comparison of the luminescence time-traces (Figure 4.2 f) shows a

rapid decay, with <200 ps lifetime, of the antenna luminescence.

After 2 ns the antenna-signal has essentially decayed to zero, while

the hBN signal has gone down only half. Thus, time-gating allows
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hBN-defect specific detection, in a post-processing manner, using

time-correlated single photon counting detection.
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Figure 4.2: Comparing near-field probes and hBN-defects.
(a,b) SEM images of an aluminium near-field probe alongside schemat-
ics of a typical coupling experiment for two different antenna configura-
tions relying on either a flat (a) or a 30° tilted (b) dipolar antenna. (c)
Confocal image of an hBN emission-site and (d) of the dipolar antenna
shown in (a), positioned in close proximity of a clean quartz-coverglass,
both images are plotted using the same intensity-scale. (e) Spectra of
both antenna luminescence (orange) and hBN defect-emission (blue).
(f) Photon-arrival histograms for the nanoantenna emission (orange)
and the uncoupled hBN defect (blue). The typical power used for the
measurements is of 40 kW/cm2.
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4.4 Resonant antenna near-field mapping of hBN

defects

After characterization of hBN and antenna emission, we now turn

towards antenna scanning experiments to acquire interaction maps

on the nanoscale. As we already pointed out in section 4.1, in order

to get a strong antenna-emitter interaction it is important to con-

trol relative distance, orientation and most importantly tune the

resonance of the antenna with the excitation laser, as reported in

Figure 4.3a. Considering such a probe in resonant configuration, it

is possible to perform expereiments as the one schematically repre-

sented in Figure 4.3b. First, we position the hBN-defect of interest

in the center of our confocal excitation spot. Once positioned, we

raster-scan the antenna probe in close proximity across the emission

site, while keeping illumination and sample geometry constant, and

detect the photon emission as a function of the antenna position.

Figure 4.3c displays a near-field luminescence map with the an-

tenna probe in close proximity to the hBN-defect. Here, we use

the flat-dipolar Al nanoantenna (Figure 4.2a) fabricated with 160

nm length for spectral resonance at 620 nm, i.e. resonant with the

excitation laser. Figure 4.3c shows a bright spot, approximately

300 nm in diameter, with two darker spots superimposed, slightly

offset to the top right of the image, due to non-perfect alignment

of the hBN-defect within the confocal illumination spot. The 300

nm spot is due to the antenna-luminescence, which is confirmed

by the fact that for a retracted antenna one observes constant, uni-

formly distributed, h-BN-defect photon-emission, irrespective of the

antenna-position, as shown in Figure 4.3d. The two darker spots

are indicative of antenna hotspots, localized at the apexes of the

antenna, where coupling is maximized. To quantify the analysis, we

exploit the previously mentioned time-gating to separate the fast

antenna luminescence (<2ns) from the slower h-BN emission.
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Figure 4.3: Near-field mapping of individual hBN emission
centres. (a) Representation of calculated antenna resonance and ex-
citation laser wavelength. (b) Sketch of a typical antenna probe scan
over a continuously illuminated emitter. (c) Near-field image of an hBN
emission centre using the flat dipolar antenna. (d) Near-field-like image
of the same hBN emission centre without the presence of any dipolar
antenna probe. (e-f) Time gated interaction maps using bins of 0-2 ns
(left) and 2-25 ns (right). (g) Line profiles along the path indicated
in (e-f). (h) Fluorescence lifetime-map obtained by fitting the 2-25 ns
time-bin to a single exponential decay. (i) Photon-arrival histograms for
the two points indicated in (h) alongside single-exponential fits (black
dashed) indicating coupling-induced lifetime reduction.

We detect all photons in a time-tagged fashion, which allows the

generation of arrival-time filtered images during post-acquisition

analysis [74]. Figures 4.3e and f show respectively the result of
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the time-gating analysis with the luminescence separated into two

time-windows: 0-2 ns and 2-25 ns intervals. The first image con-

tains mainly antenna as well as some hBN-defect contributions and

therefore strongly resembles the initial interaction-map presented

in Figure 4.3d. The second image, however, almost exclusively con-

tains hBN-defect luminescence, exhibiting a markedly enhanced

double-spot contrast, while the antenna luminescence spot is al-

most fully suppressed leaving a near-constant background across

the entire image. Figure 4.3g further quantifies the effect of the 2

ns time-gating with an approximate 2-fold contrast-improvement.

The hBN-defect luminescence shows two depletion spots of 60 nm,

with maximum depletion approximately 75%, and separated by

150 nm, in agreement with the aluminum antenna length of 160

nm. We remark that these hotspot features are qualitatively typi-

cal for either vertical or isotropic oriented emitters coupling to flat

dipolar antennas as previously shown [29]. Time-gating the hBN-

signal (>2ns) facilitates the extraction of quantitative lifetimes un-

der varying coupling-conditions, thus allowing generation of a full

interaction lifetime map, as shown in Figure 4.3h. Here, the uncou-

pled hBN-defect exhibits a lifetime of about 3.5 ns, in agreement

with the value presented previously (Figure 4.1d). Once entering

a hotspot the lifetime decreases to approximately 1.6 ns, i.e. a

reduction of 2.2 times (Figure 4.3i).

4.5 Non-resonant antenna near-field mapping

of hBN defects

These observations are somewhat surprising, as the observed lo-

cal antenna-defect coupling and lifetime reduction does not re-

sult in the anticipated luminescence enhancement. To concentrate

the antenna-field further and allow a smaller separation between
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antenna-apex and hBN-defect, we performed the experiment pre-

sented above with a 30° tilted dipolar antenna probe, which is ex-

cited out-of-resonance at 520 nm wavelength (Figure 4.4a, b).
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Figure 4.4: Imaging with a tilted dipolar antenna.(a) Represen-
tation of calculated antenna resonance and excitation laser wavelength.
(b) Probe scan image of an hBN emission center with the tilted dipolar
antenna shown in Figure 4.2b. (c) Near-field image (probe scan) of an
hBN defect using a 30° tilted antenna, obtained scanning the probe over
a continuously illuminated emitter. (d) Confocal fluorescence image of
the same hBN defect with the antenna positioned above the confocal
spot, scanning the sample. In (c) and (d) the emitter is localized with
a 45 nm size depleted spot. (e) Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom)
profiles obtained from the antenna-scan (c). (f) Horizontal profile of the
confocal image (d).

The chosen tilted antenna configuration allows a tighter spatial

light-confinement compared to the previously employed flat antenna

probe, thus providing higher resolution of the hBN emission center

and better coupling efficiency. Indeed, using the tilted antenna,

we observe a single interaction-spot exhibiting a full-width half-
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maximum of only 45 nm (Figure 4.4c, d). The improved interaction-

strength and light confinement of the tilted antenna-probe results

in even more reduction in antenna-luminescence, as shown in the

profiles reported in Figure 4.4e and f. The antenna luminescence is

slightly decreased with respect to the hBN defect emission, as the

antenna is excited out-of-resonance, yet the tilted antenna is unable

to increase the hBN emission-intensity beyond its free-space level.

4.6 Modeling the hBN defect-antenna coupling

As such, both the flat-dipolar as well as the tilted-dipolar an-

tenna experiments presented in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 , indicate that

the antenna-hBN-defect interaction exclusively results in an overall

emission depletion.

We have performed FDTD simulations to explain our obser-

vations results. Figure 4.5 presents an overview of the simulation

results for the flat dipole antenna. The calculation-geometry is out-

lined in Figure 4.5a. Here, the hBN-defect is located inside the hBN

flake, at a depth of 5 nm, while the antenna is located at a distance

of 20 nm from the hBN surface, unless stated otherwise. The long

resonant nanoantenna-axis is aligned with the x-direction. The cal-

culated total electric field intensity in the vicinity of the antenna is

shown in Figure 4.5b. Close to the surface, we observe an approx-

imately 100-fold intensity increase, with respect to the incoming

field. However, due to the high refractive index of hBN (n=2.2) as

well as the high radius of antenna-curvature of 25 nm the intensity

enhancement inside the hBN-flake is only slightly above unity [96].

As a consequence, the antenna-induced excitation enhancement is

approximately unity and, hence, negligible.

Figure 4.1c compares the calculated normalized radiative and

non-radiative rates, alongside the luminescence lifetime, for three

different emission-dipole moment orientations. We concentrated on

x-, z- and isotropic-oriented emitters.
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Figure 4.5: FDTD simulations of the excitation and emission
properties of an hBN-defect located in close proximity to a
dipolar nanoantenna. .(a) Sketch of the typical antenna-hBN emit-
ter configuration during a probe scan. The aspect ratio is elongated by a
factor of two in the z-dimension for the sake of clarity. (b) Electric field
intensity map across the antenna when driven by a plane wave with
a wavelength of 620 nm.(c) Simulated normalized radiative (red) and
non-radiative rates (blue) as well as the lifetime-shortening (green) at an
antenna to defect distance of 25 nm for x-oriented (left), z-oriented (cen-
tre) and isotropically-oriented emitters (right).(d) Quantum efficiency-
simulations of hBN emitters located at different z-distances of 25 nm
(orange), 15 nm (purple) and 3 nm (grey) for x-oriented (left), z-oriented
(centre) and isotropically-oriented emitters (right).

We omitted the y-oriented case since it exhibits a characteristic
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4-lobe pattern [29] which we did not observe in our measurements.

We decided to include the isotropic case, as only 5% of all charac-

terized hBN-defects showed anti-bunching, while the majority ex-

hibited a very low DOP, suggesting that a large fraction of the hBN-

defect emitters is composed of more than a single emitter. For all 3

cases, we observe a rate increase near the apex of the nanoantenna,

both for the radiative as well as the non-radiative contribution, as

expected for a resonant dipole-antenna. Assuming a luminescence

lifetime of 3.5 ns, the reduction is plotted in Figure 4.1c. A direct

comparison with the experimentally observed lifetimes (Figure 4.3f)

reveals a quantitatively good agreement, with lifetime-minima sep-

arated by approximately 150 nm. Yet assigning an emission-dipole

orientation based on the results presented is rather difficult.

To further understand our observations we simulated the emis-

sion quantum efficiency (QE) of the emitters, where we assume

unity QE for uncoupled defects, based on previously reported liter-

ature values [97, 98]. As a result, upon interaction with the nanoan-

tenna, the QE cannot be improved by enhanced radiative rate and

can only be reduced by enhanced non-radiative rate (Figure 4.5c).

Figure 4.5d reports the resulting QE values for the nanoantenna

located 25 nm, 15 nm and 3 nm above the hBN surface, again for

x-, z- and isotropic-oriented emitters. Indeed, QE depends strongly

on the antenna-emitter configuration, in fact we notice the differ-

ence with the results shown in Figure 2.4c, due to different emitter

orientation, emitter-antenna distance and different refractive index

of the matrix where it is embedded. At a distance of 25 nm, we

observe predominantly radiative decay with limited losses, but al-

ready at a distance of 15 nm, the non-radiative rate becomes non-

negligible and at 3 nm we observe pronounced quenching with the

QE reaching values below 10%.

Based on the simulations presented in Figure 4.5c and 4.1d we

re-examine the experimental results (Figure 4.3). Firstly, the ob-

served lifetime reduction shows quantitatively good agreement with
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the lifetime-simulations and does confirm considerable hBN-defect-

antenna coupling. The simulations indicate that the excitation en-

hancement is strongly screened-off, due to the high refractive index

of hBN, therefore we concentrate our analysis on the emission in-

tensities (Figures 4.5c, d). In silico, x-oriented emitters exhibit

emission profiles with a minimum at the center of the antenna,

which fails to reproduce our experimental double-spot observations.

Instead, z- and isotropic-oriented emitters do show two local min-

ima, exhibiting a QE decrease of 30% and 20%, respectively. The

measured emission depletion is 50% to 75%, depending on the time-

gating. The antenna is modelled as a perfectly smooth, single crys-

talline, metallic object (section 2.2). In reality, SEM images and

optical measurements show that, depending on fabrication condi-

tions, a typical Al antenna is polycrystalline with 20-40 nm size

grains [66] which can explain the differences in emission-quenching

(section 2.3). Overall, the simulations reported in Figure 4.5d sug-

gest that, the hBN emitter is either z- or isotropic-oriented as for

such cases and an emitter-antenna vertical distance of 25 nm we

observe a double-lobe pattern (two local QE minima) rather than

a central spot (single QE minimum), as expected for an x-oriented

dipole. Based on these observations we conclude that the hBN-

defect must be isotropically oriented as the z-orientation is unlikely

given the in-plane excitation polarization. In other words, the hBN

emission center measured in Figure 4.3 is most likely composed of

more than a single emitter, all of which randomly oriented, thus

forming an average isotropic emission-center.

The overall picture suggests that, in this specific configuration,

luminescence cannot be enhanced by manipulating the emission

properties. First, internal QE of the hBN-emitters is already near-

unity. Second, the excitation enhancement is not sufficient to com-

pensate for the antenna losses, which is a direct result of the high

refractive index of hBN and the large index step to the air-gap

between defect and antenna. As a result, the interaction between
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antenna and hBN-defect leads to an overall emission-depletion, re-

sulting in the observed dark spots at the antenna-apexes.

4.7 Ideal hBN defect-antenna coupling

We asked ourselves if the lack of photon emission enhancement

is due to our specific experimental antenna-emitter configuration.

Indeed our NSOM can only scan the probe at a fixed antenna-

surface distance, in the order of a couple of tenths of nanometers

maximum.
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Figure 4.6: FDTD simulations of the total photon emission
enhancement due to antenna-emitter coupling. (a) Total photon
emission enhancement of an hBN defect coupled to a dipolar antenna,
depending on their relative z distance. The emitter has been considered
as isotropic. The higher total enhancement is obtained at a distance of 5
nm and is of 2x. (b) Sketch of the typical antenna-emitter configuration,
the emitter is always located below one of the two antenna hotspots.

Figure 4.6a shows the FDTD simulated trend of the total en-

hancement Etot = Eexc x QE, where Eexc represents the excitation

enhancement and QE the internal quantum efficiency of an approx-

imately isotropic emitter, at different z distances from the antenna.

In all cases the emitter is located below one of the antenna hotspots,

as depicted in Figure 4.6b. According to Figure 4.6a, for vertical

distances d>5 nm (green area) the Etot is always close to unity,
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peaking at 5 nm, where it reaches a maximum value of 2x. For d<5

nm Etot decreases, entering the quenching regime (red area). These

simulations show that, for a highly densely packed hBN emission

center that most probably behave as an isotropic emitter, the max-

imum total enhancement due to the coupling with a resonant dipo-

lar antenna is of a factor of 2, at a relative distance of 5 nm. Our

FDTD simulations consider perfectly monocrystalline probes, with-

out structural defects, underestimating their imperfections. Such

a low total enhancement (2x) for a perfect antenna probe, most

probably results in a near to unity effect for the real case, showing

how novel antenna-emitter configurations are required for relevant

photon emission enhancement.

An important insight from our scanning antenna results is the

fact that one needs to avoid the low index air gap to gain hBN-defect

emission enhancement by antenna interaction. An alternative con-

figuration is sketched in Figure 4.7a. Here, the aluminum antenna

is fabricated directly on exfoliated hBN. Such configuration can be

realized fabricating the nanoantennas directly on the hBN layer

by e-beam lithography, while the hBN defect in close proximity

might be induced by gallium FIB exposure, as reported recently in

the literature [99]. The nanoantenna directly on the hBN flake,

with sharp metal-hBN transition, results in a local field intensity

enhancement of two orders of magnitude inside the hBN layer (Fig-

ure 4.7b). The strong excitation enhancement can compensate for

the decrease of QE due to antenna losses. FDTD simulations of

the total excitation-emission enhancement, for an X and isotropic

oriented hBN-defect emitter embedded inside a 5 nm thick hBN

layer at 5 nm lateral distance from the antenna, show, respectively,

15x and 10x total enhancement of photon emission. Nguyen et

al. [40] reported 3x emission enhancement for hBN coupled to a

gold nanosphere. However, they did not employ time-gating in or-

der to discriminate between hBN and gold particle luminescence,
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thus probably overestimating the enhancement. The presented con-

figuration design in Figure 4.7 enables an order of magnitude higher

luminescence emission, i.e. a brighter single photon source. Impor-

tantly, the local excitation enhancement at the defect, will make the

defect emission dominate over the intrinsic antenna luminescence,

allowing direct hBN photon emission detection, without the need

of time-gating.
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Figure 4.7: FDTD simulations of total photon emission proper-
ties of an hBN defect fabricated in close proximity of a dipolar
nanoantenna. (a) Sketch of a dipolar nanoantenna directly fabricated
on top of a 5 nm thick hBN layer. The hBN emitter is located inside the
hBN layer at a lateral distance of 5 nm from the antenna, via Ga FIB
edge cutting. (b) Vertical map of electric field intensity around the struc-
ture shown in (a) at a wavelength of 620 nm, with the emitter-position
being indicated by the blue dot.

4.8 Conclusion

To summarize, we presented, for the first time, the experimental

near-field coupling of a hBN-defect emitter to a tailor-made res-

onant plasmonic nanoantenna, which we systematically scanned

through the hBN-defect near-field, to generate a nanoscale interac-

tion map. We employed dipolar nanorod antennas, both in planar

and tilted geometry. The latter revealed single-hotspot images with

45 nm FWHM, indicating that individual hBN emission sites are

confined to an area in size smaller than few tenths of nanometers.
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We quantified both the antenna-position dependent lumines-

cence intensity as well as the luminescence lifetime and, further-

more, implemented a time-gating strategy to separate the defect

emission from the considerable intrinsic nanoantenna luminescence.

Our data show that by relying on a resonant antenna configuration

and the aforementioned time-gating it is possible to localize hBN-

emission centers with nanometric accuracy within a 75% depletion

dip while, simultaneously, shortening the lifetime by a factor of 2.2.

The anticipated antenna enhancement was not observed, in our

near-field coupling experiments. The presented FDTD modelling

suggests that emission enhancement is indeed difficult to achieve.

This manifestation is due both to the non-coupled QE being close to

unity and the fact that the high index hBN-layer serves as a screen-

ing layer, shielding the defect of the enhanced field in the vicinity of

the nanoantenna. The latter point has important implications for

plasmonic-coupling to solid-state emitters in general. Even though

they are promising candidates for single-photon sources their small

cross-sections and resulting small emission rates calls for efficient

enhancement strategies to ensure competitive performance when

compared to other promising alternatives such as single molecules.

Here, plasmonic cavities might, at first, seem like a valid strategy

but the large refractive index of typical materials such as TMDCs,

silicon or diamond prevents efficient electric field concentration. As

such, it is necessary to reduce the materials’ thickness to a minimum

and to deterministically place the plasmonic antenna at a defined

distance thus balancing excitation enhancement and quenching ef-

fects. At first, these constraints might appear prohibitive but the

recent advances in nanofabrication based on He-based focused-ion-

beam milling (section 2.3) and TMDC-manipulation put assembling

such a coupled system within reach. Given that it is now possible

to deterministically induce hBN-defects at well-defined positions

within an hBN-layer [99] we used our experimental observations to

propose a top-down fabricated on-chip single-photon source, based
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on hBN-defects coupled to plasmonic nanoantennas, that could al-

low an absolute luminescence enhancement of 10 to 15-fold, thus

providing a one order of magnitude brighter single photon source,

with no need for time-gating detection.
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Chapter 5

Single molecule control through

antenna phase engineering

In this chapter we present the first controlled generation and opti-

cal visualization of cold spots, sub-wavelength areas with strongly

suppressed electric field intensity, complementary to well-known hot

spots where the field is strongly enhanced. The chapter starts intro-

ducing the problem of excitation interference between illumination

and scattered light, in close proximity to a nanoantenna. Then a

complete model is described that defines the necessary conditions

for hot and cold spots generation, based on interference effect, by

means of antenna phase engineering through lenght control. A sin-

gle molecule is used to image both hot and cold spots, respectively

with a dipolar and a detuned nanoantenna probe. The problem

of emission interference (Drexhage experiment) is presented, dis-

cussing how it is possible to manipulate a single molecule emission,

engineering the antenna phase at emission wavelength. It is shown

for the first time the increase of lifetime due to the coupling to

a detuned metallic nanoantenna and explain it in interferometric

terms.

This work has been partially published in Nicola Palombo Blascetta,
Pietro Lombardi, Costanza Toninelli, and Niek F. van Hulst, ¨Cold and Hot
Spots: From Inhibition to Enhancement by Nanoscale Phase Tuning of Optical
Nanoantennas¨, in: Nano Letters 20 (2020) pp 6756-6762.
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5.1 Introduction

It is well understood, that the emission of molecules or atoms is

directly influenced by their immediate surrounding, equivalent to

the radiation resistance of an antenna depending on its environ-

ment [53, 100, 101]. Indeed in his 1966 milestone experiment, Karl-

Heinz Drexhage placed Eu+ atoms in front of a mirror and showed

the luminescence lifetime becoming longer or shorter depending on

the relative distance. This was intuitively explained as the Eu+

atom interfering with “its own mirror image” [53]. More strictly,

as pointed out by Purcell [100], the local vacuum electromagnetic

field, which is coupled to the molecular transition dipole, is altered,

thus inhibiting or accelerating the radiative transition [101]. A large

variety of optical cavity systems has been designed to control such

coupling: concave mirror (laser) cavities, micro-resonators [49, 102,

103], photonic crystals with defects [104, 105] and many more. Pho-

tonic crystal cavities, with typically wavelength dimensions (diffrac-

tion limited), have been proven valuable to reduce the local density

of states and thus inhibit radiative decay [55, 106, 107]. Beyond

the diffraction limit, metallic plasmonic designs are exploited, such

as surface plasmon polariton cavities [108, 109] or true localized

plasmon nanoantenna systems such as spheres, cubes, rods [44, 54,

110]. Some indications of inhibition were reported [111, 112]. Ul-

timate confinement of the electromagnetic field has been achieved

in gap-plasmon systems, with Purcell enhancement up to even a

million times [80].

Most works on enhancing the emitters’ radiative decay rate fo-

cus on minimizing the mode volume, tuning the resonance, and im-

proving the resonator quality, achieving high Purcell factors in the

range from 102 to 104 [19, 31]. Indeed, nanoantenna hot-spots have

been shown to produce record enhancement, intense SERS signal

and even single-molecule strong-coupling at room temperature [80].

Besides the high local field, the local phase is equally important.
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For reflection at a mirror or interface the phase step is fixed, zero

or π, depending on transition to a low or high index medium. For a

photonic crystal, the reflection phase can be changed from zero to

π by tuning the wavelength through the stop band [113–115]. For

plasmonic antennas, the local phase depends strongly on specific

shape and resonance conditions, providing even larger flexibility

to engineer the local field. Indeed, plasmonic phased arrays, and

planar optical components based on arrays of antennas (“metasur-

faces”) have proven effective for spatial beam shaping and direc-

tional control [39, 116]. Surprisingly the local phase has hardly

been exploited to control the actual coupling to photon emitters.

Here we present phase tuning of local spots at a nanoantenna.

Changing the antenna length, we tune the hot-spot out of phase,

creating a nanoscale pocket with full suppression of the excitation

field: a cold-spot [52]. We map the sub-wavelength cold-spots us-

ing single molecules as local field probes, and show the importance

of balance between phase and amplitude to create such coldspots.

Next, turning from the excitation to the emission, we present the

first inhibition of emission close to a plasmonic nanoantenna. Tun-

ing the phase of the antenna we create subwavelength volumes in

which the fluorescence lifetime of a single molecule is lengthened,

confirming the slowdown of radiative decay. Thus, we present Drex-

hage’s experiment revisited, with a single molecule, in 3 dimensions

and in a subwavelength volume.

5.2 Antenna-single molecule control: excitation

effects

5.2.1 Excitation interference effects

Consider light reflected from a flat metallic mirror. An incident

plane wave is reflected, maintaining a plane wavefront, acquiring
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a fixed phase shift φ = π (Figure 5.1). A metallic nanoantenna

scatters the incident field with a phase φ and amplitude that are

structured on a subwavelength scale, depending on the shape, size,

and resonance wavelength of the nanoantenna.
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Figure 5.1: Phase of light scattered by a flat mirror or a
nanoantenna. Phase of the optical field scattered at a nanoantenna.
The phase shift φ of a plane-wave reflected on a flat metallic mirror,
is simply a π phase shift at the surface. The phase shift φ profiles
for nanoantennas of increasing lengths, 200 nm (dipolar), 300 nm (de-
tuned), and 480 nm (quadrupolar) are position dependent. The phase
shift φ at the antenna field maxima changes continuously from 1/2 π to
π upon increasing the antenna length. On each antenna is sketched the
typical charge oscillation, due to the resonance condition, together with
the charge accumulation points. The incoming field is linearly polarized
along the main antenna axis.

In Figure 5.1 we show the phase profile of the scattered field

for Al rod antennas of 200, 300, and 480 nm length, for an inci-

dent plane wave (λ = 780 nm) polarized along the rod. The 200

nm antenna supports a λ/2 mode (dipolar resonance) and intro-

duces a localized phase φ = 1/2π at the rod ends, the hotspots of

the dipole antenna. The 300 nm antenna is detuned with respect

to the incident field (out-of-resonance) and the scattered field ac-

quires a larger phase shift, φ = 0.9π, at its ends. The scattered

field becomes completely out-of-phase, φ = π, for the 480 nm long

rod, which supports a λ mode (quadrupolar resonance). Moreover,
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the scattered phase also changes depending on the relative posi-

tion to the antenna. The creation of such localized phase patterns

is relevant for the tailoring of both the local excitation field and

the local density of states (LDOS) experienced by a local emitter.

The effective excitation field is the sum of the driving and the local

scattering fields, which will interfere constructively or destructively

depending on their relative amplitude and phase, generating sub-

wavelength “hot spots” or “cold spots”, respectively (depicted in

Figure 5.1 as red and blue spots). Thus, the fact that amplitude

and phase of the field scattered by antennas are both position- and

resonance dependent provides a unique knob for interference and

LDOS control on a subwavelength scale, through antenna detuning.

5.2.2 Resonant and detuned antenna excitation

interference

First, we analyze the effect of detuning on the constructive and de-

structive near-field interference. Specifically, we compare the local

field around a resonant and a detuned antenna.

In Figure 5.2 the electric field intensity distributions are plotted

in the near-field of a 200 nm long dipole rod antenna. Figure 5.2a

is a sketch of the typical resonant antenna probe-SPE sample con-

figuration in our near-field measurements. In Figure 5.2b the three

components of the total electric field intensities (Ix, Iy, Iz), as de-

termined from FDTD simulations, are plotted, normalized to the

incoming beam intensity (Iinc). We notice how Iy and Iz show re-

spectively four and 2 bright spots on a dark background. For Ix,

one appreciates the two bright spots (hot spots with Ix > Iinc), with

excitation enhancement 3.5 ×, 50 nm fwhm, and 220 nm separa-

tion. The antenna field is surrounded by a bright external ring at

a distance of ∼ λ/2 in the x-y-plane. Remarkably, a large central
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part of the intensity map shows areas with reduced excitation in-

tensity, where the field is less intense than the incoming beam, Ix

< Iinc, as result of interference with the incoming beam.
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Figure 5.2: Electric-field intensity maps in close proximity of a
λ/2 resonant nanoantenna.(a) Sketch of a λ/2 resonant nanoantenna
located 10 nm on top of a glass surface, illuminated with a plane-wave
linearly polarized along x. (b) FDTD calculated horizontal near-field
maps of electric field intensities 15 nm below the nanoantenna. (c) Cal-
culated x-field intensity vertical map cutting through the system. (d)
Graph of the x-field intensity enhancement with respect to antenna-
emitter z distance, along the white line in (c), zero is located at the
bottom of antenna. The antenna is 200 nm long and resonant in exci-
tation at 750 nm wavelength. The scales in x and z are different, the
second one has been elongated for the sake of clarity. The horizontal
red lines are located at 10 nm Z distance from each other. The field
intensities are normalized to the incoming beam.

Figure 5.2c shows vertical x-z maps of the field intensity Ix. In

very close proximity to the metal, the resonant dipole antenna gen-

erates over 100× excitation enhancement. The black unity contour

line (Ix = Iinc) nicely outlines the enhanced zones at antenna edges,

extending until z = 30 nm below. For a quantitative analysis, in
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Figure 5.2d, we plot the vertical profiles of Ix along the white verti-

cal lines in Figure 5.2c, at 110 x-distance from the antenna center,

for hot spot and cold spot, respectively. The dipolar antenna mainly

provides strong Ix enhancement for short-range interaction, until 30

nm where the incident field becomes suppressed.

In Figure 5.3 the electric field intensity distributions are plotted

in the near-field of a 300 nm long detuned rod antenna. Figure 5.3a

is a sketch of the typical detuned antenna probe-SPE sample con-

figuration.
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Figure 5.3: Electric-field intensity maps in close proximity of
a detuned nanoantenna. (a) Sketch of a 300 nm length detuned
nanoantenna at 10 nm Z distance from a glass surface. (b) FDTD cal-
culated horizontal near-field maps of electric field instensities 15 nm
below the nanoantenna. (c) Calculated x-field intensity of a vertical cut
through the system. The map shows 2 destructive interference lobes. (d)
Graph of the x-field intensity with respect to antenna-emitter Z distance,
along the white line in (c), zero is located at the bottom of antenna. The
antenna is detuned with a plane-wave at 750 nm wavelength, linearly
polarized along x. The scales in x and z are different, the second one
has been elongated for the sake of clarity. The horizontal red lines are
located at 10 nm z distance from each other. The field intensities are
normalized to the incoming beam.
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In Figure 5.3b are reported the three components of the to-

tal electric field intensities for the detuned antenna. For Iy and

Iz we notice a qualitatively similar behaviour compared to dipolar

antenna, with respectively four and 2 bright spots on a dark back-

ground, but in general lower intensities. For Ix the in-plane Ix map

looks radically different. The center of the map, instead of two

bright “hot spots”, now shows two dark spots, “cold spots”, with

local intensity Ix = 10−5 far below the incident intensity Iinc, with

100 nm fwhm and 320 nm separation. The cold spots are slightly

larger in size than the hot spots of the resonant case but nicely show

that local enhancement can be turned into local reduction. The two

cold spots are partially connected by a thinner area, also of reduced

intensity. Also for detuned antenna we find a bright external ring

at ∼ λ/2 from the center of the intensity map. The vertical map

for the detuned antenna presented in Figure 5.3c is markedly dif-

ferent to the resonant antenna case. First of all, we notice how Ix is

much lower compared to the resonant case, with tiny unity contour

lobes, much closer to the antenna edge and extending very shortly

in the z-direction (<5 nm). Outside these areas, the detuned an-

tenna mainly generates Ix reduction (Ix < 1), with two very dark

lobes separated 320 nm in x and at a depth of z = 10-30 nm. These

lobes are the zones of full destructive interference between the in-

coming and scattered light and correspond to the two dark areas

(cold spots) shown in the in-plane map. Figure 5.3d shows that

the field is suppressed already at 10 nm vertical distance under an-

tenna, with maximum suppression (10−5) predicted for z = 20 nm,

extending until very deep ∼100 nm.

5.2.3 Nanoantenna length as a knob for resonance control

As we have seen, antenna resonance can be tuned through length

control. In Figure 5.4 are shown the dependencies of dipolar, de-

tuned and quadrupolar resonances with respect to antenna lengths.
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of nanaoantenna resonances with re-
spect to length. FDTD calculated dipolar and quadrupolar resonances
of nanoantennas used as near-field probes. Each antenna supports a
dipolar and a quadrupolar resonance, located in different areas of the
spectrum. At 750 nm wavelength the dipolar resonance (λ/2) is sup-
ported by a 200 nm lenght antenna, the quadrupolar resonance (λ) by a
480 nm lenght one. The 300 nm length antenna at 750 nm wavelength
acts like an hybrid antenna. The nanoantenna is excited asymmetri-
cally with a dipolar emitter source. The probes are located at 10 nm Z
distance from a glass substrate.

Such results have been calculated with FDTD simulations, plac-

ing antennas at 10 nm Z distance from a glass support mimicking

the sample. In order to efficiently excite quadupolar mode as well,

that is a symmetric one for this reason also called ”dark mode”,

antennas have been excited asymmetrically with a dipolar source.

Both the resonances redshift increasing antenna length, in general

dipolar resonance is red shifted with respect to quadrupolar one.

At a wavelength of 750 nm, where the absorption peak of DBT

molecule is located, the dipolar resonance is supported by a 200
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nm lenght antenna, as already pointed out in previous sections.

The quadrupolar resonance is supported by a 480 nm length an-

tenna. An antenna of 300 nm length, has the two resonances respec-

tively red and blueshifted with respect to 750 nm wavelength. This

means that in this regime our 300 nm detuned antenna operates like

an hybrid one, partially supporting dipolar and quadrupolar reso-

nances. The dipolar part of resonance gives it scattering strength,

the quadrupolar one makes that scattered light is strongly out-of-

phase. This makes of it the most appropriate antenna for strong

destructive interference, hence coldspots generation.

5.2.4 Nanoantenna excitation interference: complete model

To investigate how the local antenna phase can turn local field en-

hancement into suppression, we consider the antenna rod length as

a continuous variable. Figure 5.5 shows the vertical (z-direction, in

green in Figure 5.5a) profile of both field intensity and phase while

tuning the antenna length continuously 100-500 nm. Panels b-d

of Figure 5.5 show the scattered intensity Iscat, its phase φ, and

the total intensity Ix, respectively, all for the x-field component,

with intensities on a log-scale and normalized to incoming beam.

The intensity of the scattered light Iscat (Figure 5.5b) shows a clear

maximum for the dipole antenna length of 200 nm, which decreases

when tuning the length out of dipolar resonance. The unity inten-

sity contour (Iscat = Iinc) is indicate in red. The phase φ of the

scattered x-field (Figure 5.5c) shows a strong dependence on both

depth z and length. For z = 0 the phase φ increases from φ = 0

for a very short antenna, to φ = π/2 for the dipolar antenna, to a

value of φ = π for a length of 480 nm, the quadrupole antenna. At

the same time, φ increases with z, due to the delay accumulated by

propagation in space.
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Figure 5.5: Excitation interference effect for nanoantenna near-
field probes.(a) Sketch of a dipolar near-field probe with hotspots. The
green rectangle represents the area under the antenna integrated in x
and shown as intensity maps columns. (b), (c) and (d) are respectively
FDTD calculated x-field scattered intensity, scattered phase and total
intensity for different antenna lengths and Z distances. The x-field in-
tensities are normalized to the incoming beam.

As a result, the contour line φ = π extends through both depth

and length (red line in Figure 5.5c). The total intensity Ix (Fig-

ure 5.5d) shows the effective excitation field due to interference of

Iscat with Iinc. The regions defined in Figure 5.5d with respect to

antenna length and vertical distance under antenna, which are an-

tenna phase-dependent, lead to hot and cold spots. The hot-spot

region is centered at the 200 nm length dipolar antenna, with al-

most two-orders of magnitude enhancement at z = 0. The cold-spot
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zone is wider, from 200 to 400 nm length detuned antenna and ex-

tends until z = 100 nm. Most excitation reduction (Ix << 1) occurs

for a 300 nm antenna at z = 25 nm, with Ix = 10−5, where Ix has

been normalized to incoming beam intensity. The hot-spot region

in Figure 5.5d is mainly dictated by the strong intensity Iscat, with

Iscat >> Iinc, and negligible interference. On the other hand, the

cold spots are located where we obtain full destructive interference

between Iscat and Iinc, hence at locations where Iscat = Iinc and φ =

π. Thus, the area with minimal Ix in Figure 5.5d corresponds to the

region where the contour Iscat = 1 in Figure 5.5b crosses the contour

φ = π in Figure 5.5c. By tuning the antenna phase right, one can

obtain 100% full destructive interference. Moreover, the cold spot

can be pulled into the near field zone, at only 25 nm distance, with

a fwhm in depth of 20-30 nm.

In Figure 5.6 we show FDTD simulated X-field phase horizontal

maps located 15 nm under antenna. Three cases are presented, for

200 nm (dipolar), 300 nm (detuned) and 480 nm (quadrupolar)

length antennas.
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Figure 5.6: X-component scattered field phase horizontal
maps. FDTD calculated X-component phase horizontal maps of the
light scattered by the antenna, 15 nm under it. (a), (b) and (c) Phase
maps of respectively a λ/2 antenna of 200 nm length, a 300 nm length
antenna, and of a λ antenna of 480 nm length. The phase values indi-
cated correspond to the hot/coldspots potitions.

In Figure 5.6a), the dipolar antenna case, we notice the presence

of two spots with φx=0.55π. Increasing antenna length to 300 nm,
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Figure 5.6b) shows two spots with φx=0.9π, while for quadrupolar

antenna in Figure 5.6c) we find φx∼ π under antenna edges posi-

tions. These are xy positions where hot and coldspots are located.

This means that for dipolar antenna case we get hotspots with an

intermediate x-field phase value. For 300 nm antenna case, where

we get coldspots, φx is strongly out-of-phase. The same happens for

quadrupolar antenna in Figure 5.6c). Figure 5.6 shows how crucial

φx is for coldspots generation.

5.3 Hot and cold-spots high resolution imaging

We now turn to the experiment. Aluminum nanoantennas of 200

and 300 nm in length are fabricated on a glass support by focused-

ion-beam milling, to accurately define the proper length for phase

control (Figure 5.7a,b), For more details about fabrication see sec-

tion 2.3. The illumination wavelength is 750 nm, the x-field inten-

sities are normalized to the incoming intensity. The laser power

used for the measurements if of ∼1KW/cm2, we verified that the

emitters are not in a saturation regime, hence it is possible to use

their fluorescence to map the excitation field.

To probe the field around the antenna, we use a single fluo-

rescent molecule: dibenzoterrylene (DBT) embedded in anthracene

(AC) thin crystals [69] (see section 2.4). DBT molecules are all

oriented parallel to each other along the flake [117], providing x-

oriented molecules, parallel to the antenna. The antenna is scanned

in close proximity to the AC-flake at about 10 nm, as described in

section 2.5. The DBT molecules are oriented along the x direction,

parallel to the nanoantenna rods

In Figure 5.7c,d we show the measured field around the dipole

and detuned antennas as probed by a DBT molecule for both an-

tenna types, together with the FDTD simulated near-field maps.
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Figure 5.7: Single DBT molecule near-field hot and cold-spots
mapping.(a, b) SEM images of dipole (200 nm) and detuned antenna
(300 nm). (c) Measured fluorescence (left) and simulated (right) inten-
sity maps of dipole antenna scans over a single DBT molecule, for differ-
ent antenna-DBT distances. (d) Same as (c) for detuned antenna.(e, f)
Distributions of the measured near-field enhancement and reduction, for
both probes, with antenna-emitter z distances. The x-field intensities
are normalized to the incoming beam.
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For the dipolar antenna, we observe two bright spots of 50 nm

fwhm, separated by 220 nm, in agreement with the FDTD sim-

ulations. Comparing the measured excitation enhancement to the

calculated values, we estimate the relative antenna-emitter distance

(z): the enhancements of 2.5×, 2.1×, 1.5×, and 1.1× (top to bot-

tom) correspond to the z = 20, 22, 25, and 30 nm distance of the

DBT molecule. As expected, with increasing depth z, the antenna

effect becomes progressively weaker.

Notably, for the detuned antenna we observe the opposite be-

havior. Figure section 5.7d reveals the manifestation of two dark

spots, 100 nm fwhm, separated by 320 nm, the first direct experi-

mental demonstration of the predicted cold spots. Also, we notice

the presence of two extended bright lobes at λ/2 distance from the

center. Both the dark spots and halo are due to near-field interfer-

ence, as confirmed by the simulations on the right. In the cold-spot

area, the DBT fluorescence is strongly reduced, corresponding to

an excitation intensity of only 5%. From top to bottom, we present

antenna scans over different DBT molecules, with excitation reduc-

tions to respectively 5%, 9%, 21%, and 77%, corresponding to z

∼ 15, 30, 40, and 70 nm. The destructive near-field interference is

most effective at short distance and fades out at the longer distance

z. Interestingly, the further away constructive interference lobes at

λ/2 distance grow toward the center area for increasing z-distance,

until bridging the center at 70 nm distance, in perfect agreement

between experiment and theory.

Panels e and f of Figure sectio 5.7 show the distribution of mea-

sured excitation enhancement/suppression for different molecules.

The maximum excitation enhancement for the dipole antenna is

8×, while the average value is 2.4×, corresponding to calculated z-

distances of ∼8 and 15 nm, respectively. We only find excitation en-

hancement up to 25 nm, consistent with simulations (Figure 5.2c).

The maximum excitation reduction, for the detuned antenna, is

down to 5% for a calculated z-distance of ∼15 nm, while the mean
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reduced value is 28%, for z = 40 nm. In agreement with our sim-

ulations (Figure 5.2c), the z-range affected by reduction extends

much deeper toward 100 nm, confirming that cold-spot generation

is mediated by interference effects.

5.4 Antenna-single molecule control: emission

effects

5.4.1 Emission interference effects

Now we consider control of spontaneous emission, exploiting the lo-

cal phase tuning of nanoantennas. We have shown above that the

local excitation field can be largely suppressed, using the proper

choice of antenna detuning; therefore, it should equally be possible

to create points in which a quantum emitter would experience a

lower LDOS, i.e., inhibition of the spontaneous emission, in agree-

ment with Fermi golden rule expressed in equations 1.2 and 1.3.

Here we address the engineering of subwavelength areas in the space

with increased or decreased radiative decay rate Γ, i.e., local spots

with fast and slow decay.

When a molecule, that we describe as a dipolar emitter, is emit-

ting in close proximity to a light scatterer like a nanoantenna the

fluorescence light scattered can interfere with emitted light at dipole

position, modifying locally the LDOS. In Figure 5.8 are presented

to sketches illustrating a dipolar emitter located in front of a flat

metallic mirror (on the left) or a metallic nanoantenna (on the

right). The first case is the well known configuration described

by Drexhage in the sixties [53, 101]. Depending on mirror-emitter

z distance, interference can be constructive or destructive. Thus

the decay rate can increase or decrease, affecting emitter lifetime.

When an emitter is in close proximity to a nanoantenna, again
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the scattered light will interfere with emitted one at dipole posi-

tion. This time scattered light intensity and phase will depend

on antenna-emitter full position and on antenna resonance. This

means that in principle, controlling antenna resonance, it is possi-

ble to engineer scattered field, hence interference at dipole position.

The consequence of this fact is that we can exploit antenna reso-

nance in order to control emitter decay rate and lifetime.
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Figure 5.8: Sketches of a dipole emitting in front of a flat metal-
lic mirror or a metallic nanoantenna. In the first case (Drexhage
experiment configuration [53, 101]), the light emitted by the dipole is
reflected by the mirror and interferes with the emitter at its position,
modifying locally the decay rate. The change in decay rate is only z
distance dependent. A dipole located in front of a metallic nanoan-
tenna also experiences constructive or destructive interference with the
scattered light, depending on the relative position and on antenna reso-
nance conditions. In our case the dipole is located 50 nm under a 300 nm
length antenna. Engineering antenna resonance we can control intensity
and phase of the scattered light, hence affect interference and induce
increase or inhibition of emission. Simulations have been performed for
an emitter centered at 780 nm wavelength.
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5.4.2 Modeling nanoantenna mediated emission effects.

In Figure 5.9a,b we present FDTD simulations of the decay rate and

lifetime of an x-oriented dipolar emitter, located under respectively

a 200 nm dipolar and 300 nm detuned antenna, as a function of

the antenna-emitter relative position in the (x,z)-plane. For both

antennas, the x-oriented emitter experiences a strong decay rate

increase and lifetime decrease in close proximity to the antenna

ends. The fastdecay spots, of 50 nm fwhm, are separated 220 and

320 nm for both antennas, respectively. The fast-rate zones ex-

tend for several tenths of nanometers in depth, ∼60 and ∼25 nm,

respectively, with a maximal rate increase (Purcell factor) of 8×
and 2.6×. For the detuned antenna case, we notice the presence

of two distinct slow-decay spots, 100 nm in fwhm, separated by

200 nm, at a depth of ∼40 nm. In the spots, the relative decay

rate is decreased to ∼0.55: local areas of spontaneous emission

inhibition. To appreciate the decay rate dependence on antenna

resonance, Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show vertical x-z maps of

the scattered x and z-field intensities Ix,scat, Iz,scat (log-scale) on top

and phases φx, φz for both antennas and the x-oriented dipole at

the bottom. We modeled our molecule as a point dipolar emit-

ter of ∼0.1 D (3.2·10−31Cm), a more realistic representation of the

molecule that takes into account its real size and exceeds dipolar

approximation goes beyond our computational capabilities. Ix,scat

is relatively strong under overall antenna structure and decreases

with z-distance, while φx ∼ π mainly under antenna ends. For a

point-like dipolar emitter which is x-oriented at its position the x-

component emitted intensity diverges while the other components

are null, our calculations are defined only for distances from the

dipole bigger than 0.5 nm.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized decay rate and lifetime FDTD simuala-
tions of a dipolar emitter in close proximity to nanoantennas.
(a), (b) FDTD simulated vertical 2D maps of an X oriented emitter
positioned under 200 nm dipolar and 300 nm length detuned antennas.
The emitter is located under main axis of antennas, oriented parallel
to them. At the top and bottom there are respectively the normalized
decay rate and the lifetime of the emitter. The lifetime of the emitter
alone has been set at 4.5 nsec, its internal quantum efficiency as unity.

However, Ix,em, the intensity of x-field component emitted by the

dipole at 2 nm nanometer distance from it, is already in the order

of∼1012 (V/m)2. Compared to such value, Ix,scat ≤ 104 (V/m)2, the

intensity of of x-field component scattered by the antenna in close

proximity to the emitter, we notice that Ix,scat << Ix,em because the

emitter is x-oriented. Thus we deduce that emission interference

on x-field component at molecule position is negligible and doesn’t

really affect its decay rate.
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Figure 5.10: FDTD simulations of field intensity and phase
scattered by dipolar antenna. (a) Antenna scattered x and z-field
intensity and phases calculated by FDTD for an emitter x-oriented, lo-
cated under the main axis of a 200 nm dipolar antenna. The Y com-
ponent has been neglected since it is null for symmetry reasons. The
decay rate modulations in Figure 5.9 can be explained in terms of con-
structive/destructive interference between the emitted and scattered z
component of the electric field, at the molecule position. Simulations
have been performed for a dipole emitting at 780 nm wavelength.

The scattered y-component of field intensity Iy,scat has been ne-

glected since it is null for symmetry reasons at dipole position. Iz,scat

is particularly strong under the antenna ends (Figure 5.10), where

φz is minimal, corresponding to the spots of enhanced rate in Fig-

ure 5.9a. Notably, contour lines with φz ∼ π occur as two distinct

contours under the ends of the detuned antenna (Figure 5.11). The

spots of inhibition in Figure 5.9b correspond to the internal zones
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where the contour φz ∼ π under antenna and Iz,scat is not negligible

in Figure 5.11.

Even if Iz,em is null at dipole position in our model, it might

be non-null in case of a real molecule that has a finite size and

where Iz,em might have a small non-zero value at molecule position

that might interfere with Iz,scat, constructively in the case of dipolar

antenna, destructively in case of detuned antenna.
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Figure 5.11: FDTD simulations of field intensity and phase
scattered by detuned antenna. (a) Antenna scattered x and z-field
intensity and phases calculated by FDTD for an emitter x-oriented,
located under the main axis of a 300 nm detuned antenna. As in
Figure 5.10, here are reported the values corresponding to x and z-
components of the field and y-component has been neglected since it is
null for symmetry reasons. The decay rate modulations in Figure 5.9
can be explained in terms of constructive/destructive interference be-
tween the emitted and scattered z-component of the electric field, at
the molecule position. Simulations have been performed for a dipole
emitting at 780 nm wavelength.
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5.5 Emission coupling high resolution imaging

5.5.1 Emission control through nanoantenna coupling

Finally, we return to the experiment and examine the changes in

decay rate in the data presented in Figure 5.7. Panels a and b

of Figure 5.12 present fluorescence and lifetime maps of a DBT

molecule in close proximity to the 300 nm length detuned antenna.

Figure 5.12c shows the lifetime and fluorescence profiles extracted in

correspondence of the white lines from a and b. The fluorescence

profile shows the cold-spots, with the measured intensity profile

minima at a distance of ∼300 nm, matching the calculations. The

fluorescence is reduced to 40% corresponding to a DBT molecule

at a depth of z = 50 nm.

Figure 5.12b shows the corresponding fluorescence lifetime map.
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Figure 5.12: Single DBT molecule near-field intensity and life-
time map with a detuned antenna. (a) Fluorescence near-field map
of a detuned 300 nm length antenna scanned on a single DBT molecule,
we observe the typical two copldspots at a distance of 300 nm. (b)
Lifetime image corresponding to the near-field scan reported in (a), the
lifetime of the molecule is in average 4.5 nsec. We observe two maxima
at a distance of 200 nm with a lifetime increase of 15%. The lifetime
map has been obtained time-gating the photons, rejecting the ones with
arrival time <0.3 nsec after the laser pulse and then fitting the photon
distributions with a single exponential curve. (d) Profiles extracted from
(a) and (b) along the white lines.
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Remarkably, two spots with increased lifetime show up, i.e., slow

decay. At the outer zones of the lifetime map, we find a lifetime of

4.5 ns for the uncoupled case. In the central part with maximum

antenna coupling the lifetime gets as long as 5.2 ns, corresponding

to an increase of ∼16%. Looking at the lifetime profile along the

antenna axis in Figure 5.12c, one appreciates the two slow-decay

spots with size 100 nm fwhm, separated by 200 nm. The lifetime

profile calculated for an x-oriented emitter located at z = 50 nm

shows good agreement, with two spots at a distance of 200 nm

from each other. The calculated lifetime increase of 1.5× is larger

than measured. Theory assumes a perfect single crystalline an-

tenna and a perfect molecule with 100% quantum efficiency [118].

The nanofabricated polycrystallinity of the antenna and slight non-

radiative decay can easily reduce the lifetime enhancement.

5.5.2 Time-gated photon detection and lifetime calculation

Lifetime 2D maps, as the one shown in Figure 5.12b), require the

detection of a higher number of photons compared to standard flu-

orescence imaging. In fact the lifetime extraction at every pixel is

based on the fit of photon histograms and in order to get significant

values the fit has to be robust and reliable. Our case is additionally

complicated by the fact that our detuned 300 nm length antenna

has been engineered to provide cold-spots in excitation, hence the

amount of photons that we can collect is substantially limited.

In order to overcome this limitation we implemented time-gated

photon detection and then calculated lifetime. The idea of time-

gated detection is depicted in Figure 5.13a), where a typical pho-

tons histogram in logaritmic scale is presented, with photons arrival

times taken with respect to the laser pulse (black vertical line), lo-

cated shortly after zero time. The technique consists in considering

only photons arrived into a specific time interval, included between

tstart and tstop, the green area. In Figure 5.13b) and c) are presented
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photons histograms of a coupled and an uncoupled case, with solid

lines representing single exponential fits for lifetime calculation. We

notice from the fits how the antenna-emitter coupled case shows a

longer lifetime.
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Figure 5.13: Lifetime analysis through time-gating and fit of
the photons histogram. Sketch of a typical photons histogram dis-
tribution with respect to arrival time. For lifetime calculation, we apply
a time-gate and only consider the photons arriving into the interval be-
tween tstart and tstop. (b) Photons histograms of an uncoupled and a
coupled case. The solid lines represent single exponential fit obtained
after rejecting the photons with arrival time <0.3 nsec after the laser
pulse. (c) Lifetime graphs of the coupled and uncoupled cases with re-
spect to tstart. (d) Normalized χ2 dependence with respect to tstart.
The green area corresponds to a region where the normalized χ2 is <0.5.
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In the coupled case shown in Figure 5.13b) we also notice the

presence of a sharp peak in photons histogram for very small arrival

times. Such peak is due to fast antenna metallic self-luminescence, a

process that happens in a few hundreds of femtoseconds. Since this

contribution is one order of magnitude smaller than a typical single

molecule fluorescence as DBT, we don’t see it for the uncoupled

case in Figure 5.13b). Nevertheless, because of the fact that we

deplete excitation in the coupled case with our detuned probe, the

molecule emission is also reduced and the antenna self-luminescence

peak dominates molecule fluorescence. An effective way to exclude

such contribution and retrieve molecular lifetime is to time-gate the

data and reject the photons with very short arrival time.

In Figure 5.13c) are reported the lifetimes of the coupled and

uncoupled case with respect to tstart. Decreasing tstart the lifetime

values converge to 5.2 nsec and 4.5 nsec, as previously discussed

in section 5.5. For tstart<1 nsec, yellow, area, we notice a strong

decrease of coupled case lifetime. This effect is due to the peak

located at very short arrival time, due to antenna self-luminescence.

Hence we reject such artifact excluding yellow region in lifetime

calculation. It is interesting to note how, regardless of tstart choice,

Figure 5.13c) shows that coupled case lifetime is always longer than

uncoupled one, validating our emission inhibition conclusion.

In Figure 5.13d) we plot the trend of normalized χ2:

χ2

N
=

N∑
k=1

(Mk−Ck)2

Ck

N
(5.1)

with respect to tstart, where M and C are respectively the mea-

sured and calculated values, and N is the number of time measure-

ments. Such graph shows how decreasing tstart we also decrease

normalized χ2, improving fitting precision. The green area in Fig-

ure 5.13d) corresponds to normalized χ2<0.5, therefore presents

more stable fitting results than the red one. The normalized χ2
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minimum is found for tstart=1 nsec, that is the time-gating pa-

rameter that we have chosen for lifetime calculation reported in

Figure 5.12b). The analysis of lifetime calculation reported in Fig-

ure 5.12 supports data presented in section 5.5, with the conclusion

that our detuned antenna can induce partial emission inhibition on

a single DBT molecule.

5.5.3 Data modeling through emission analysis

In section 5.5 we estimated dz∼50 nm as z antenna-molecule dis-

tance for data reported in Figure 5.12b). We can now perform

FDTD lifetime and scattered field intensity simulations for such

specific dz value in order to fit data.
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Figure 5.14: Modeling of emission inhibition shown by data.
(a) Sketch of a dipole emitting in close proximity to a nanoantenna.
The size of the wavelength has been reduced for the sake of clarity. (b)
Lifetime profile obtained at a z distance of 50 nm under the antenna by
FDTD simulation. It shows the presence of two maxima at a distance of
200 nm. (c) Profiles of the scattered z-component of the electric field for
the same antenna-emitter z distance. The z component of the field shows
two maxima at a distance of 200 nm, with a phase of π. Simulations
have been performed for a dipole emitting at 780 nm wavelength.

Figure 5.14a) shows a sketch of a nanoantenna with two dipo-

lar emitters at 50 nm vertical distance, but different x positions.

In solid and discontinuous lines there are represented emitted and
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scattered light. The size of wavelength has been decreased with

respect to antenna for the sake of clarity. The idea is that at a

fixed dz, depending on emitter position, it can experience construc-

tive or destructive interference with a direct effect on decay rate.

Figure 5.14b) shows a FDTD simulated lifetime horizontal profile

of an X oriented dipolar emitter located 50 nm under antenna. It

shows the presence of two spots with increased lifetime of ∼1.5x,

at a distance of ∼200 nm. Such result is in good qualitative agree-

ment with data shown in Figure 5.12b), where we observe two spots

at ∼200 nm distance. In Figure 5.14c) we report scattered z-field

intensity and phase φz horizontal profiles at different dipole posi-

tions and at the same dz. Scattered z-field intensity exhibits two

maxima at a distance of ∼200 nm, where we previously found life-

time maxima. At such positions the scattered φz ∼ π, suggesting

that z-component of scattered light is strongly out-of-phase with

emitted one at emitter position. Our calculations confirm that the

measured lifetime maxima, hence the partial emission inhibition,

reported in our data in Figure 5.12b) is due to z-field destructive

interference between emitted and antenna-scattered light at single

DBT molecule position.

5.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented a first complete study on the use of

local phase to control the nanoantenna coupling to a single photon

emitter, both in excitation and emission. Varying the length of a

nanorod antenna, we tuned away from resonance, to control the

local phase. Exploiting near-field interference, we designed local

zones with suppressed fields and decreased LDOS.

On the excitation side, we have shown for the first time a direct,

optical visualization of subwavelength cold-spots, with excitation

intensity reduced to percent level, mapped with high resolution (50
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nm) using a single molecule. By tuning the antenna off and on res-

onance the interference switches from cold to hot-spot generation.

Together with hot-spots, the cold-spots provide strong field contrast

with high resolution and allow to enhance the dynamic range to 3

orders of magnitude. They constitute alternative building blocks

for full light manipulation at the nanoscale.

On the emission side, we have presented the first inhibition of

spontaneous emission of a single molecule mediated by a metallic

nanoantenna: slow-decay spots, with a lifetime increase by a factor

16%. Compared to the inhibition close to a metallic surface (Drex-

hage3) or in a photonic crystal defect cavity [55, 104–106], here we

achieve inhibition in a sub-wavelength volume. It is remarkable,

that inhibition does occur in such an open and lossy nanoantenna-

cavity system [119].

The cold spots are an attractive alternative to high-resolution

microscopy. Particularly, for localization microscopy of rapidly

bleaching labels, the cold spots can act as a near-field alternative to

the far-field MINFLUX super-resolution microscopy [51], with the

advantage of superior resolution due to the sub-wavelength spatial

response. Beyond high-resolution imaging, since cold-spots provide

an almost completely dark area located inside a diffraction limited

confocal spot, they might find application in study of energy trans-

fer at the nanoscale. Additionally, the capability to influence the

decay rate of a single photon emitter might be used to actively

manipulate energy transfer at the nanoscale, with the potential to

change energy paths in complex multi-chromophoric systems. Fi-

nally, the possibility to switch between hot and cold-spots tuning

antenna phase provides a direct knob for electric field gradients con-

trol at the subwavelength scale, with possible applications in the

field of optical trapping and particles manipulation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis I have described our efforts towards the active manipu-

lation of SPEs by deterministic coupling with plasmonic nanoanten-

nas. Our approach involved the design and fabrication of nanoan-

tennas at the end of a fiber tip, scanned in close proximity to a

single SPE using scanning near-field microscopy. This allowed us

to have deterministic coupling with nanometer precision and con-

trolled distance and relative orientation.

Our work demonstrated that it is possible to have a resonant

near-field probe and at the same time provide enhanced, high res-

olution imaging with a single spot per emitter. We showed how

using cutting edge nanofabrication facilities like a helium FIB it is

in principle possible to push even further the level of light confine-

ment and localization down to a few nanometers FWHM and the-

oretically three orders of magnitude excitation enhancement. Our

results leave space for further increase of light confinement that

might surely be beneficial for the study of extremely small natural

molecular systems like photosynthetic membranes.

Our near-field high resolution imaging and emission control on

hBN defects has been the first experimental demonstration that

scanning antenna technology can be successfully applied to expand

the knowledge of novel emitters where sub-wavelength resolution

is required. Compared to classical far-field super resolution tech-

niques, our approach provides an additional degree of freedom, the

capability to modify the optical properties of the emitter. Never-

theless, we realized that working with novel SPEs in 2D materials

also brings additional challenges, mainly due to the high refractive
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index of the material itself. Such limitations may be overcome with

specific control on material thickness, by index matching or solid

immersion, and using advanced techniques as time-gated photon

detection.

Finally, using well-established single molecules samples, we showed

for the first time that the use of nanoantennas for SPEs manipu-

lation provides the possibility to engineer the local phase of an

antenna probe by length control, which allows to switch between

enhancement (hot-spots) and suppression (cold-spots) of the exci-

tation field, on a sub-wavelength scale with orders of magnitude

of dynamic range. At the same time, antenna phase engineering

can be exploited for emission control of an emitter. Remarkably we

proved experimentally that it can provide emission inhibition de-

spite the well-know lossy behaviour of metallic nanoantennas. Our

first optical visualization of cold-spots paves the way to the minia-

turization of far-field based super resolution localization techniques,

with interesting potential for imaging rapidly bleaching emitters or

particle trapping.
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